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Pet Games Online you should try


Games have gotten so popular these days and the internet is full of games that may be played on line. One particular category of matches is pet related games.
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										The issue of whether animals can actually respond to the smell of fear that humans emit remains debatable even if several studies have already been conducted.
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A study published by PLOS One suggests that dogs in particular, react to human body postures and the chemicals emitted by humans when facing psychologically stressful conditions.

The research report published by the PLOS One science journal, revealed that dogs can detect whether humans are experiencing either typical or psychological stress based on odors emitted by the human body. A baseline human odor discriminates between the chemosignals produced by psychological stresses, which cause the body to emit different body odors called chemosignals.

According to the report, chemosignals had evolved as means of communications among like-species. Canine species for one, have developed a sense of smell to convey critical information. Such abilities enable dogs to communicate to familial members important information such as raising awareness about the presence of potential predators, conveying food locations and in recognizing conspecific species to interact with for reproduction purposes.

Overview of How the PLOS One-Published Report Conducted the Study
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The PLO-published study conducted tests to which the results suggested that canines have the ability to recognize humans going through psychological stress; distinguishing the chemosignals as different from those emitted by humans experiencing baseline stress.

The chemosignals of combined breath and sweat samples were collected from participants in baseline phases and from those undergoing stressful conditions. such as taking mental arithmetic tests.

After which, the study results were validated using physiological measures recorded by a Biopac MP150 system. The latter is an Electrocardiograph (ECG) device that can measure changes in three psychological modules taken under controlled conditions, namely: the heart rate, the variability of the heart rate in synchrony with respiration and impedance cardiography.
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The impact of human activities on wildlife habitats often goes unnoticed. One such overlooked factor is the influence of leaking roof repairs on local animal environments. Leaking roofs can have a profound effect on the well-being of wildlife, disrupting habitats and posing challenges to their survival. Understanding this impact is crucial, and implementing strategic roof repairs becomes a vital step in preserving the delicate balance between human dwellings and the natural world.

The Unseen Threat: Leaking Roofs and Wildlife Disruption

Leaking roofs introduce water into spaces where it doesn’t belong, creating an array of issues for wildlife. Nesting birds, for instance, find themselves facing compromised structural integrity, dampening the safety and warmth of their homes. Amphibians and insects, dependent on specific moisture levels, may struggle to adapt to the altered environment caused by water intrusion. Even small mammals seeking refuge in roof spaces can face displacement due to the unsettling effects of leaks.

Avian Adversity: The Impact on Nesting Birds

Leaking roofs can prove particularly detrimental to nesting birds. The intrusion of water can damage nests, affecting the structural stability and insulating properties crucial for the well-being of eggs and nestlings. Moreover, wet conditions promote the growth of mold and fungi, posing additional health risks to vulnerable bird populations. Implementing timely and effective roof repairs is essential to mitigating these impacts and safeguarding the homes of our avian neighbors.

Strategies for Mitigation: Eco-Friendly Roof Repairs

Preserving wildlife habitats in the face of leaking roofs involves a two-fold approach—addressing the structural issues causing leaks and implementing solutions that prioritize the well-being of local fauna. Eco-friendly roof repairs that minimize the use of harmful chemicals and provide long-term solutions are crucial. Repair methods should consider the specific needs of local wildlife, ensuring that the repaired environment aligns with their natural habitats.

 

ALSO READ: Where Wildlife Meets Relaxation: Early Booking Deals for Sun Holidays with Animal Experiences

 

Timing Matters: Strategic Roof Repairs During Non-Breeding Seasons

Understanding the life cycles of local wildlife is essential in planning roof repairs. Performing repairs during non-breeding seasons reduces the risk of disrupting critical nesting and breeding activities. This strategic timing allows for the restoration of habitats without causing unnecessary stress to the resident fauna.

Community Awareness: Educating Homeowners on Wildlife-Friendly Roof Maintenance

Raising awareness within communities about the impact of leaking roofs on wildlife habitats is a crucial step in fostering a sense of responsibility. Homeowners can contribute by conducting regular roof inspections, promptly addressing leaks, and investing in wildlife-friendly roof materials that provide both durability and insulation without compromising local ecosystems.

Conclusion

The interconnectedness between human dwellings and wildlife habitats cannot be overstated. Leaking roofs pose a silent threat to the delicate balance of these ecosystems, but through strategic and wildlife-conscious roof repairs, we have the power to mitigate these impacts. By embracing eco-friendly practices, considering the timing of repairs, and fostering community awareness, we can create living spaces that coexist harmoniously with the natural world, protecting and preserving wildlife habitats for generations to come.
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For those seeking a blend of sun-kissed relaxation and unforgettable wildlife encounters, early booking deals for sun holidays (zonvakantie vroegboekkorting) offer an array of exciting opportunities to immerse yourself in nature’s wonders.

From exploring exotic jungles to snorkeling alongside vibrant marine creatures, these adventures provide a chance to connect with the animal kingdom while enjoying the tranquility of a sun-drenched getaway.

Embrace the Thrill of Jungle Safaris

Venture into the heart of the African savanna and witness the majesty of lions, elephants, and giraffes roaming freely. Early booking deals unlock exclusive access to guided safaris, allowing you to observe these magnificent creatures in their natural habitat.

As you traverse the wilderness, experience the thrill of spotting a leopard perched on a tree branch or a family of elephants crossing the plains.

Snorkel with Vibrant Marine Life

Immerse yourself in the crystal-clear waters of tropical reefs, where a kaleidoscope of marine life awaits. Early booking deals provide opportunities to snorkel alongside colorful fish, playful dolphins, and majestic sea turtles. Glide through the underwater world, marveling at the intricate coral formations and the abundance of marine species that call these reefs home.

Encounter Gentle Giants

Experience the awe-inspiring presence of gentle giants as you embark on a whale-watching excursion. Early booking deals offer the chance to witness these majestic creatures in their natural environment, breaching the surface and displaying their playful nature. Observe their graceful movements and appreciate the sheer scale of these underwater giants.

 

ALSO READ: Emotional Support Animals and Their Role in Family Law Cases

 

Explore Wildlife Conservation Efforts

Combine your sun-soaked retreat with meaningful wildlife encounters. Early booking deals may include visits to dedicated conservation centers, where you can learn about the importance of protecting endangered species and the efforts being made to preserve their habitats. Contribute to these conservation efforts and gain a deeper understanding of the delicate balance of the natural world.

Immerse Yourself in Nature’s Tranquility

Complement your wildlife adventures with moments of relaxation amidst picturesque landscapes. Early booking deals often include accommodations in serene settings, surrounded by lush greenery or overlooking tranquil seascapes. Indulge in rejuvenating spa treatments, savor delectable cuisine, and unwind in the warmth of the sun.

Early Booking: Securing Unforgettable Experiences

By taking advantage of early booking deals, you not only secure significant savings but also ensure your spot for these unique wildlife encounters. With ample time to plan your itinerary, you can tailor your adventure to your interests and preferences, ensuring an unforgettable experience.

So, embark on a journey where wildlife meets relaxation, where the thrill of animal encounters blends seamlessly with the tranquility of a sun-kissed getaway. Early booking deals unlock a world of possibilities, allowing you to immerse yourself in nature’s wonders and create memories that will last a lifetime.
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A report in this web page https://famoid.com/cant-find-account-looking-for-instagram/ says many fur parents are unable to locate Instagram accounts similar to their pets. Instagram’s solution to this problem is to give IG account holders the option to broaden the categories of people whom they want to follow or win over as followers in Instagram’s social media network.

Moreover, the report states that it’s fortunate that Instagram is privy to comprehensive lists of relatives and friends in other social media platforms like Facebook and What’s App.

Reasons Why Some Accounts Cannot be Located

Despite having access to such lists, most social media practitioners believe there are other reasons why searchers fail to find accounts on the platform.

First off, the reason could be as simple as due to wrong information or detail entered when making the search. An example would be the misspelling of the account name.

In certain circumstances, the owner of the pet account searched for, could have blocked you specifically or for belonging to a category of IG users with viewing restrictions.

The IG account you are looking for could have been temporarily deactivated or permanently closed.

How to Locate a Specific User Account in Instagram
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When finding specific IG accounts in Instagram is problematic, there are ways of addressing this network issue.

An icon resembling a contact card located at the bottom right side of the screen is actually a tool for finding an IG account. Tap on the contact card icon and then select the option: “Find Friends’’.

If they do not appear as search results, it’s possible that the person you are looking for is not using Instagram. You can also find the person you’re looking for in Facebook or Twitter while using your Instagram contact list phone numbers.

Take note of the “follow” icon next to the account name of the individuals appearing in your contact list. In the hopes that the person you are looking for is a follower of someone in your contact list, click on the follower icon of that account.

Following the user account will give you access to information and details even if the account is classified as private.

In the event their account has been labelled as private, some users of private IG accounts may require submission of a request to access their account. This is especially true among celebrities since they are included in the list of Notable Users Directory.

You can also use the “popular icon” when searching for an IG account that shares photos and video clips that are highly interesting to animal lovers like you.

Share your own Stories and Reels to other fur parents who are passionate about taking photos of their pet animals. As you get to attract more animal lovers with your IG photos and videos, the persons you have been looking for might eventually show up as your follower.
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When someone mentions the names ‘Whiskers’, ‘Shadow’, or ‘Bella’, chances are a feline image flashes in your mind. The bond between humans and cats traces back thousands of years. Over time, the names we give our feline friends have evolved, often reflecting cultural shifts, popular media, and personal experiences. But have you ever wondered where some of these iconic cat names originated? Let’s explore the stories behind some of our favorite feline names and click here for more.

Mittens

While it might seem straightforward, the name Mittens often finds its roots in a cat’s paw patterns. Cats with distinct color patterns on their paws, resembling gloves or mittens, often earn this cozy moniker.

Luna

This name has soared in popularity in recent times, and it’s easy to see why. Luna means ‘moon’ in Latin, and many cats, especially those with silvery or light-colored fur, mirror the moon’s mesmerizing beauty.

Simba

Remember the beloved lion cub from ‘The Lion King’? That character popularized the name Simba, which means ‘lion’ in Swahili. While house cats might not resemble lions in size, many feline enthusiasts believe their pet’s spirit reflects the majesty of the wild king.

Chloe

Of Greek origin, Chloe translates to ‘young green shoot’. It’s a popular name not only for cats but for humans as well. For our green-eyed or sprightly young felines, Chloe becomes a fitting title.

Shadow

Stealthy, mysterious, and elusive – cats often move silently and can disappear in the blink of an eye. Naming a cat Shadow celebrates this mysterious and independent nature.

Salem

Anyone who watched the show ‘Sabrina the Teenage Witch’ would instantly recognize this name. Salem, the talking black cat from the show, brought this name into the limelight, making it a popular choice for black cats everywhere.

Nala

Another name inspired by ‘The Lion King’, Nala was Simba’s childhood friend and later, his queen. It’s a name that exudes strength, grace, and elegance, suitable for any regal feline.

Tiger

This one needs a little introduction. Many tabby cats receive the name Tiger due to their striped pattern, reminiscent of the wild jungle cat. Even if a domestic cat doesn’t carry the stripes, the name might simply indicate a feisty or brave character.
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Italy has long been celebrated for its rich history, stunning landscapes, and unparalleled cuisine. It’s no wonder that many couples dream of exchanging their vows in this enchanting country. While the cities of Rome, Florence, and Venice often steal the spotlight, there’s a hidden gem in Italy’s wedding venues (source: Trouwlocaties italie) landscape that’s gaining popularity: wedding venues nestled amidst nature’s splendor. These venues combine the country’s renowned elegance with the beauty of the great outdoors to create a unique and unforgettable wedding experience.

The Allure of Nature

Italy’s diverse landscape offers a wide range of natural settings, from rolling vineyards and lush gardens to majestic lakes and rugged coastlines. Each of these backdrops provides a one-of-a-kind ambiance for your wedding day. Whether you’re envisioning a romantic, sun-drenched affair or an intimate, rustic celebration, there’s a natural setting in Italy to match your dreams.

Tuscan Terraces

Tuscany, with its picturesque countryside, is a top choice for couples seeking an Italian wedding amidst nature. Imagine exchanging vows on a sun-kissed terrace overlooking endless vineyards and olive groves. Tuscany’s rustic charm, combined with its world-renowned cuisine and fine wines, makes it an idyllic choice for an Italian countryside wedding.

Lakefront Luxury

Lake Como, Lake Garda, and Lake Maggiore are famous for their breathtaking beauty. These serene lakes offer a backdrop of crystalline waters, lush gardens, and majestic mountains. Many luxurious villas and historic palazzos line the shores, providing a perfect setting for lakeside ceremonies and elegant receptions.

Seaside Serenity

For those captivated by the sea, Italy’s coastline provides a wealth of options. The Amalfi Coast, with its dramatic cliffs and vibrant blue waters, offers a stunning setting for a coastal wedding. Sardinia’s pristine beaches and emerald waters are another enticing choice. These coastal venues offer a fusion of natural beauty and Italian charm, creating an unforgettable atmosphere for your special day.

Hidden Gardens

Italy is home to numerous secret gardens that make for intimate and enchanting wedding venues. Whether nestled within a historic villa or hidden within the bustling streets of a city, these lush green oases provide an oasis of calm and beauty amidst the urban landscape.

Culinary Delights

One of the highlights of an Italian wedding is undoubtedly the cuisine. Incorporating the flavors of the region into your wedding menu is a must. From handmade pasta to locally sourced seafood and farm-fresh produce, Italy’s culinary offerings are a delight for the senses. Ensure your guests savor the essence of Italy through a carefully curated menu.

Planning Your Italian Dream Wedding

When planning a wedding amidst Italy’s natural splendor, consider enlisting the services of a local wedding planner who is well-versed in the region’s venues and traditions. They can help you navigate the intricacies of destination weddings and ensure your day runs smoothly.

You might also want to read about Emotional Support Animals and Their Role in Family Law Cases.

Conclusion

Italy’s wedding venues amidst nature’s splendor offer a unique and enchanting experience for couples seeking an unforgettable destination wedding. With its diverse landscapes, rich history, and exceptional cuisine, Italy has all the elements needed to make your special day truly extraordinary. Whether it’s a rustic vineyard in Tuscany, a lakeside villa in the Italian lakes, a seaside celebration on the Amalfi Coast, or a hidden garden in the heart of a historic city, Italy’s natural beauty will add an extra layer of magic to your wedding day. So, if you’re looking to combine exotic elegance with the charm of nature, Italy is undoubtedly the place to be.
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Through a series of three tests involving 16 cats, French researchers found out that cats can tell if a human is talking to them. That is why they are more responsive to their owner’s voice than that of a stranger’s

According to the study, cats have the ability  to distinguish between the “baby voice” their owners use and the normal human voice used when speaking to other humans.

The author of the study Charlotte De Mouzon,, said it’s important to remember that an attachment can be formed between cats and humans. Decades ago, cat owners thought of the creatures as independent animals that do not care about the humans who provide them with food and shelter. Ms. De Mouzon said their study proved otherwise.

How Were The Cats Tests Conducted

[image: ]


In preparation for the tests, researchers who conducted the study recorded the owners voice uttering sentences they usually say to their cat, including their cat’s names; but using a normal human voice and a human baby voice.

During the experiment, they repeated the recorded phrases in the way they are normally delivered while speaking to another human adult The sound recordings were then used in each of the three tests.

Moreover, the tests were conducted in a place that each cat recognizes as its home. The purpose is to avoid stressing the animal. Although the owner was present during the tests, only the researchers interacted with the cats by repeating the recorded messages.
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										Although animals may not need to buy Windows 11 like humans do, the vast array of species in the animal kingdom is truly remarkable. From the tiniest insect to the largest elephant, each animal has its unique characteristics and adaptations that allow them to thrive in their environments. 

Meanwhile, humans have the privilege of being able to buy Windows 11 to enhance their technological experience. With Windows 11, users can enjoy a range of new features and improvements, such as a redesigned Start menu and improved multitasking capabilities.

On the other hand, there are many different kinds of living things in the animal world. Animals appear in a wide variety of sizes and shapes, from tiny single-celled organisms to enormous whales. In reality, according to estimates from scientists, there are currently over 1 million known species of animals, with countless others still undiscovered. 

Unique Animal Adaptations

Animals’ unique adaptations to their environments are intriguing. Some animals prey with strong muscles and sharp claws, while others blend in or make toxins to avoid predators. Dolphins and bats still use echolocation to find food and travel.

Animal Communication and Intelligence
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Animals can talk and act intelligently. Many animals have complex social systems and communicate using vocalizations, body language, and chemical cues. Chimpanzees and dolphins use tools and solve problems.

Animal Survival Threats

Many animal groups are threatened. Habitat destruction, pollution, and hunting have caused fast population declines in many animal species. Climate change affects many animals’ habitats and habits. We must protect and conserve animal populations for the animals and the globe.

How Do We Interact with Animals?

Human-animal relationships have evolved over millennia. Some animals are sacred or used in rites, while others are domesticated for food, transportation, and companionship. Because our acts affect nature, we must protect animal populations.

The variety and fascination of the animal kingdom are astounding. There is a lot to learn and respect about these amazing creatures, from their special adaptations and intelligence to the threats they face and our relationship with them. We can guarantee that animal populations continue to thrive and add to the health and beauty of our planet by working to protect and conserve them.
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Going through bankruptcy is emotionally and financially strenuous, especially for pet owners who are concerned about the welfare of their pets. It is essential to remember that laws exist to safeguard pets during bankruptcy proceedings.

Pet Ownership and Property Laws

Bankruptcy cases often involve the consideration of a pet’s status – whether they are considered property or family members. Legally, pets are usually classified as personal property. However, in some states, there are laws that recognize pets as sentient beings rather than mere property. This distinction can have important implications for pet owners during a bankruptcy case.

Bankruptcy Exemptions for Pets

In bankruptcy cases, there are certain exemptions that allow individuals to keep certain property, including their pets. Some states have specific exemptions for pets, while others may consider them as part of the general exemptions for personal property. Pet owners should be knowledgeable about the regulatory exemptions in their state and take advantage of all the safeguards available to them for their pet’s best interests. Consult with San Diego bankruptcy lawyer.

In a bankruptcy, a trustee may sell assets to pay off creditors. However, pets may be protected under exemptions and cannot be sold as part of the bankruptcy estate. In addition, pet owners may also be able to negotiate with creditors to keep their pets in exchange for other assets.

Individuals are able to keep their assets, including pets, as long as they make payments to creditors according to a court-approved plan. Pet owners may also be able to negotiate with creditors to ensure their pets are protected as part of the repayment plan.

Filing for bankruptcy can be a challenging time for pet owners, but it is important to know that there are legal rights in place to protect their furry family members. 

By understanding the laws and exemptions surrounding pets and bankruptcy, pet owners can ensure their pets are protected throughout the process. It is strongly advised that you seek a bankruptcy attorney to guide you through the legal complexities of the bankruptcy process and make sure that your pet’s rights are well-protected.
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										Like many dog owners, you tell yourself that your little companion can enjoy your garden at leisure. If the idea is attractive, do not forget that a garden is not only a source of games, but it is also a source of danger for your animal. Toxic plants, dangerous animals, low branches, water points, toxic products, but also climatic hazards. The risks are everywhere.

Consequently, before considering letting your dog go unsupervised, take care to secure your garden.

Why should you secure your garden when you have a dog?

It is not because you have a garden that you can let your pet roam there freely and without risk. Indeed, outdoors, the risks are not lacking and the doggie who walks on the property of his masters remains exposed to all kinds of dangers. Just as it is necessary to secure your interior to avoid accidents, it is important to take care to lay out your garden well in order to allow your little companion to walk around in complete safety.

It is certain that you will not be able to ensure complete safety for your doggie in your garden, which is why you will always have to remain attentive when he is there.

Be aware that securing your garden will not only be beneficial for your little companion. Indeed, you have everything to gain. A secure and maintained garden allows you to prevent certain dangers for children, for example, but also to prevent your exterior from becoming a playground for certain wild animals.

[image: ]




Fence your garden when you have a dog

It’s the first thing to do. It is imperative that you fence all around your garden so that your doggie cannot get out. This means that the fence must be high enough that he cannot jump over it and that he is left with no possible access. You can use aluminium posts for composite fence panels.

A fence has many advantages because it will prevent your little companion from running away. In any case, your doggie will be able to better understand the limits of his territory. You will also avoid the presence in your home of walking dogs, stray dogs, or any other animals, some of which can be potentially dangerous.
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										A good photographer has a lot in common with an accomplished sculptor. Because both have to work meticulously on what they have in front of them. The main theme remains, you must balance everything in the finished image. That’s the only way to get the picture right.

Incidentally, when it comes to photos, especially nature and animal photography, “less is more”. By carefully choosing a good camera angle or choosing a specific lens, you create images with impact. Take advantage of the download here button on Reddit to download videos about animals. This can provide you with ideas on how to create animal images with impact,

Put your camera in aperture priority mode

Strange as it may seem, many wildlife photographers choose aperture priority as their auto exposure mode. You choose the aperture manually and let the camera determine the shutter speed. It makes it easier to get a properly exposed picture of moving animals. Plus, you still have a lot of manual control.

Also, shutter speed priority could sometimes result in an over- or under-exposed image. For example, if you choose a short time to freeze the movement of an animal, the camera may hit the bottom of the aperture range. It is then unable to obtain a correct exposure.
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Wildlife photography techniques and special tips

Get close, use a long lens, or open the aperture. These three strategies result in less depth of field. A shallower depth of field creates a less distracting background, allowing the animal to stand out in the picture.

At sunrise and sunset, you can photograph the animal against a neutral background to make it stand out.

With moving animals, pan your camera at slow shutter speeds. The reason for this is to keep the main subject sharp and the background blurred.

Take full-format photos. Try to get so close to your subject that the whole animal fills the viewfinder. This avoids distractions and improves the image composition.

Focus on details. Think about abstract patterns or just work parts of the animal into the composition.

Every time you raise your camera to your eye, don’t just look at your subject in the viewfinder. But also focus on what you see left, right, above, and below the subject. Next time you go outside, check the whole viewfinder for interruptions before you press the shutter button. This allows you to create images that are simple and perfect. Keeping it simple is therefore the motto. Of all animal photography tips, this one is the most important when it comes to composition.
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										After months of researching and testing, UC-Davis researchers and veterinarians have come up with artificial intelligence for predicting leptospirosis in dogs. Although there are already traditional testing methods in detecting leptospirosis in canines, the groundbreaking AI developed by the University of California Davis team, outperforms all models in terms of providing the most accurate detection that allows for early treatment of the disease.



What Exactly is Leptospirosis?

Leptospirosis is a zoonotic life-threatening disease that dogs could get from drinking water polluted with Leptospira bacteria. The disease can cause liver and kidney failure and at worst, cause lung hemorrhage, which is why early detection is crucial. Immediate treatment can make a difference in reducing the life-threatening impact of the disease.

According to lead author Krystle Reagan, since zoonotic means the disease is transmissible from animals to humans, they hope the AI will be as effective in the early detection of leptospirosis in human patients. Dr. Reagan, an assistant professor focused on teaching about infectious diseases and at the same time, a board-certified internal medicine specialist, says the technology they developed eliminates the two critical roadblocks in the effective treatment of leptospirosis.



Detection through traditional methods take about two weeks, which by that time would have increased the level of antibodies needed by the body to fight the disease. The groundbreaking AI technology they developed allows for early detection and treatment.
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										Zoo visitors may not have noticed it but many zoo and aquarium environments today mimic species-specific surroundings so that animals will behave naturally. Although animal care in zoos have evolved over the past 50 years, zoo and aquarium operators now follow a new standard of providing ‘animal welfare, which denotes a deeper understanding of caring for animals.



Throughout the intervening years, the community professionals behind the management of zoos and aquariums have fundamentally changed the way how the zoo industry should care for animals.

Up to the 1980s, the zoos in most major U.S. city had animals from around the world boxed up in rows of bare concrete structures, secured by jailhouse-style bars. Although most animals seem to be in healthy physical condition, it was noticeable that they were aware that they were living life in captivity. The animals were either staring blankly or acting restlessly, listlessly pacing the four corners of their cages.



 

The Animal Conservation Message

Early zoos were simply places where aristocrats of the Victorian rts can keep their collection of exotic animals to be shown as private exhibits. Yet the administrators and caretakers had no proper training in keeping the animals alive, let alone take good care of them.

It was only in the first half of the 20th century when zoos became public, under the supervision of administrators who focused on conditions that will keep the animals in good physical health. The changes though included zoo designs that resembled bathroom spaces, as the tiled surfaces made it easier to steam-sterilize the animal confinements.

Still, the past 50 years saw the establishment of conservation and educational institutions that gave attention to the rights of animals taken away from their natural habitats and forced to live among humans. Their messages of conservation made it important to improve zoo designs with landscape features.

Displaying animals in settings that resemble their natural environments not only enable visitors to have a better image of the species. It also allows the animals to live and behave more naturally even while living under human supervision.



The Establishment of Standards and Recognition of Best Practices in Zoo Animal Care

As the calls for better animal care were stronger, the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) became instrumental in upgrading the standards in animal care to the more meaningful, animal welfare. Through AZA accreditation, maintaining the best practices is an achievement that merits the highest level of professional recognition conferred to accredited North American zoos and aquariums.

An AZA accreditation serves as proof of sound business operation backed by activities in conservation, education, and research, whilst providing quality life for animals under zoo care.
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While Milpitas towing may not seem to be an industry whose procedures have changed much over time, the fact is that, like other companies, technology has influenced practically every element of how we do business.

System of Payment

Because towing is essentially a cash-flow company, it’s critical that we be paid as soon as possible (at low or no rates). When it comes to accepting money, towing businesses are well aware that they must stay up with technology. Not all customers are able to pay in cash. Some people prefer to make payments online, which would necessitate towing firms setting up payment systems that would accept them.

Even though most businesses still take cash as a form of payment, being able to provide additional payment choices attracts more consumers. Some people prefer internet, credit card, or app-based payments because they are more safe and convenient.

Scheduling

Technology may also aid in the management and operation of a towing firm. Rather to physically listing the schedule for the day, week, or month, technology may do it for you. It simplifies scheduling and makes it less complex to figure out. To help with such clerical work, there are a variety of scheduling tools and software available.

Keeping Track of Time

Each driver will be compelled to work a specific amount of hours. A punch card is used in traditional and manual ways, and some people just verify attendance manually. Keeping track of them might be a difficult undertaking. Fortunately, there are a variety of applications that can be utilized to make it simpler for employees to log in to begin their shift and log out at the end of their shift. The applications retain a detailed log of the hours worked. This also makes calculating how much they must be paid for a lot simpler. Furthermore, the applications may be utilized to assist with tax preparation.

Data Management

Manually filing a list of customers and their information into folders will consume both time and space. Most towing firms already have a computer dedicated to storing such information in today’s digital environment. They would still be able to print such material and have physical copies, but having it saved digitally makes it simpler to organize, retrieve, and keep the information.
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Towing services are typically only used for cars. But what if you had to tow a pet? It may seem strange, but it’s not that uncommon. If you have ever had to go over the mountain or across town, then you know how important it is to have a trustworthy Santa Clara towing company. A lot of people are at times forced to use their vehicle as an animal carrier because the airlines don’t allow pets on flights with them.

A warning, though: not all companies are reliable, and you should always make sure to check with them first before booking your trip! Here are some things to keep in mind when hiring tow truck services for your pets.

You can’t bring your pet on the plane



Some people may think that they could just fly with their pet. But, in fact, only a few airlines allow for this. In order to bring your pet on the plane, you would need to book a cargo ticket for them – and these tickets are expensive. Not all airlines offer pet transportation services (such as United Airlines) either.

Pricing and valuable information 

One thing to keep in mind when hiring tow truck services for your pets is pricing. Some companies may charge by the mile, while others charge by the weight of the animal.

There are also some valuable resources you should consult before choosing a company to tow your pet. For instance, you can look up reviews on Google or Yelp. Some companies may have specific policies that you should know about before booking your trip.


Where can I find reliable towing company?

Thankfully, there are a number of reliable towing companies. The best way to determine if a company is reputable is to consult with your veterinarian. Not only will they be able to recommend a good company, but they’ll also be able to tell you about any horror stories that other clients have had.

If you can’t find a vet, then the American Towing Association has a list of accredited members which should be helpful in finding one. You can also call around and ask for referrals from friends or family who may have had experience with tow truck services themselves.
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There are many alternative forms of drug rehab programs, each with its own way of helping people overcome addiction. In recent years, individuals have benefited from programs that use animals to assist patients to recover.

Animals help people in some ways. They’ll produce a chilling effect on humans, causing the person’s pressure to stabilize and their status to become more regular. People often feel less lonely once they have an animal by their side, and animals help reduce feelings of depression and anxiety.

 

ALSO READ: Researchers of Bacteriotherapies Find Strain of Good Cat Bacteria as Potential Antibiotic

 

Types of Animals employed in Therapy

Some of the foremost common animals utilized in therapy are horses. For patients to feel calm and develop inner strength, these gentle giants help. Horses are used for years for people with psychological state disorders and people that have problems with muscle control. Now the identical programs are being offered to individuals with drug or alcohol addictions.

Dogs and cats are commonly utilized in rehab. Some programs allow patients to bring their own pets into treatment due to the advantages these companion animals can provide their owners. To bring cats and dogs in to interact with patients, other treatment centers partner with service animal organizations.

While there are treatment centers like Detox Phoenix AZ that offer a more holistic and traditional approach, there are also programs that enlist the assistance of birds, bunnies, reptiles, and other animals. Because humans tend to reply so well to interactions with animals, these sorts of therapies are generally very effective.

Companion Animals

A patient should be enrolled in an animal-assisted therapy program so as to learn from animals during recovery. Those that own their own pets or who have a detailed bond with a specific animal can like time spent with the animal. Pets help keep a patient busy during and after habit detox and addiction treatment, they assist take the person’s mind off of their struggles, and that they allow the patient to become seasoned. Of course, one every of the most effective qualities of animals is that they love unconditionally. Someone who has made mistakes within their past and is hoping to start out a replacement life takes great comfort in the undeniable fact that animals don’t judge.
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										Scientists have discovered a strain of bacteria found on healthy cats, that has the ability to produce antibiotics that can combat severe skin infections. This new discovery could lead to new bacteriotherapies for producing topical creams or sprays in the treatment of skin diseases in humans and pets.



According to the researchers, colonies of bacteria of hundreds of bacterial species feed off on our skin, although some that do are helpful rather than harmful to as they help in fighting infection. Some others help strengthen our immunity that enables our skin to stay healthy. These healthy skin bacteria are found in every species as it fights infectious agents.

According to Richard L. Gallo, MD, PhD, our skin health definitely depends on the good bacteria that live in our skin. He and his team of researchers are experts in using bacteria and their products as a treatment for illnesses, using a scientific approach known as “bacteriotherapy”.

Dr. Gallo explained how the colony of bacteria protects us from bad bacteria in exchange for a healthy skin to live in. However in instances when we get sick, the bad bacteria takes advantage of our weakened state and cause infections. An example of a bacteria that does this is the Staphylococcus pseudintermedius (MRSP), which is a methicillin-resistant bacterium usually found on domesticated animals that becomes infectious when injured or sick.



MRSP is a pathogen that can jump from species to species and cause eczema, or severe atopic dermatitis. It is usually common in cats and dogs but there are instances where it infected humans in varying degrees of infection depending on the location. This pathogen is resistant to common antibiotics, which makes treatment hard in veterinary and clinical places.

The Search for MRSP Cure, About to End

As a means to tackle MRSP, researchers screened a library of bacteria that commonly lives on cats and dogs, then grew these bacteria alongside MRSP. Through this step, they found a strain of cat bacteria that was particularly exceptional in stopping MSRP from growing. This special strain of Staphylococcus felis (S. felis) has the ability to produce multiple antibiotics naturally showing strong capabilities to disrupt the MRSP’s cell walls and through an increase in the production of toxic free radicals.



After studying how the S. felis kills the pathogen, they then experimented its use as medication on a group of mice exposed to the most common form of MRSP. Results showed that there is a reduction in redness and scaling of the skin after the bacteriotherapy, compared to those who didn’t receive the treatment.

The effect of the S. felis treatment showed less viable MSRP bacteria found on the skin of the mice. Still, a clinical trial is needed to know whether S. felis can also be used to treat MSRP infections in dogs. Bacteriotherapies such as this can be administered through topical sprays, gels, or creams that has a purified extract of the of the antimicrobial peptides, or live bacteria.
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										Nepeta cataria, a plant indigenous to various countries in Asia and Europe, is widely known as catnip, catmint or catswort to American and European cat lovers. The popularity of this plant is largely attributed to its effect on cats, as it can induce a feline to exhibit a variety of responses like drooling, vocalizing, sniffing, licking, biting, rubbing, or rolling on the plant.



Why Does Catnip Have an Intoxicating Effect on Cats

Catnips have a particular chemical compound called nepalacatlone, which diffuses the moment a stem or leaf is bruised. The reason why catnip seems to have an intoxicating effect on felines is that the protein receptors located in the cat’s nose react to nepalacatlone, triggering a cat’s sensory neurons to react in ways not normal to the animal’s usual brain activity.



The neurological changes usually lasts around 5 to 15 minutes, albeit depending on a feline’s makeup, including its age, neuter status and/or gender.

A recent study showed that while it has been proven that all cats respond and react to catnip, the animals tend to differ on the responses manifested. Some cats are passive responders while other are quite active especially if the catnip experience leads to the release of the cat’s peptide pleasure hormone.

Some catnip-on-cat studies also found out that by covering the cat with catnip essence, they become less susceptible to mosquito bites. The explanation actually expounds on the reason why cats respond positively to nepalactalone, since one of the feel-good effects is that of being in an insect-free environment.

Is it Safe to Use Catnip as Stimulant for Inactive, Unresponsive Cats?

Studies also show that the modified state of mind and the elevated stimulation aren’t always comfortable for all cats, even to those who regarded as active responders. Some cats seek sources of safety especially when they don’t feel in control, which makes them feel anxious. Other felines might not feel comfortable experiencing some kind of altered state of consciousness, which can also make them feel anxious or worried.

While cat owners find it delightful to watch their pet’s reactions while under the intoxicating effect of catnips, it is equally important to make sure that the effects are for your cats’ pleasure. Moreover, observers warn against touching or stroking catnip-induced cats or bothering them while under their intoxicated state.

The advice given by animal behavior experts is to let your cat take the catnip trip in their own time and to give them space. It’s therefore best to place or grow catnips in places that are private to a cat, preferably farther away from the household’s center of activity.

 (more…)
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										Some horse owners readily decided that their pickup or SUV are good enough to use for towing a horse trailer, by banking on the tow vehicle’s rating and capability. Most horse owners who did so found out too late that it wasn’t as simple as they thought. Experts say that horse trailer towing accidents happen because it’s a specialized task that cannot be carried out by just any vehicle and any driver.



 

While dealers of SUVs or pickups would guarantee that what they are offering can haul anything, even elephants, they cannot guarantee safety. The problem is that they get to find out about this only when they are already driving the vehicle and towing the horse trailer along freeways or up and down hill roads.

What Towing Experts Say about Towing Horse Trailers

There’s a great deal of difference between hauling horses and cargo like a camper or boat, because with the former, the driver is dealing with live load. Horses tend to shift position while inside the moving trailer, which means the tow vehicle has to have the capability to manage the weight shifts while moving.



An underpowered vehicle driven by a less experienced driver can create an unsafe situation because the weight-shifts of the heavy load could interfere with the movement of the tow vehicle. The results could be disastrous if the load becomes in control of the navigation. That is why both driver and tow vehicle must be capable of stopping the horse trailer from controlling the situation in any kind of terrain.

Other Important Factors to Consider when Transporting Live Horses

Towing a horse trailer requires more than just banking on the manufacturer’s tow rating of the tow vehicle. While an SUV or pickup is rated as capable of towing the total weight of the horse trailer and everything in it, other factors must be taken into consideration.

The following key elements also determine the safety of transporting live horses by way of a horse trailer:

	The size and style of the horse trailer.
	The rating of the hitch to use in pulling the horse trailer
	Number of horses to haul;
	The distance of the travel;
	The topography, including the altitude of the area to travel


The Type of Towing Service to Call In Case of Road Mishaps

The type of towing service to call is important, even for a simple road mishap as a flat tire or blown engine. It’s important to call a towing company that has the know-how and the right heavy duty towing towing equipment to use in providing road assistance.

Towing companies also have distinctions on what they can provide as towing services. Some take on light duty towing only, usually involving hauling of abandoned and/or illegally parked vehicles and accident recovery jobs.

Some others render to heavy duty towing services as they have different types of towing vehicles and flatbed trailers for hauling; from vans, boats, campers, box trucks, RVs or motorhomes and other heavy weight vehicles like semi-trailers, tractors, garbage trucks, and the likes. Their tow trucks usually have configurations for tackling medium to heavy towing jobs using boom lifts, gooseneck hitches and/ or low-profile utility trailers.
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										In an interview with People and TODAY, Caleb Smith, the 16-year-old CEO of Peacebunny Island talked about rescuing bunnies and training them as comfort animals. Currently, Smith is a Grade 10 distance learning student at a public high school, whilst running a business of training rescued rabbits for various events in his bunny sanctuary at Peacebunny Island Inc.



 

Smith said that desire to rescue rabbits all began when he was an 8-years old, after he lost his first bunny Snickers, an older Dutch rabbit he got from Craigslist. At the age of 10, Smith founded a nonprofit business project called STEM Bunnies, which educates other children about science while allowing them to play with the rabbits.

After he found out that there are a lot of rabbits inn Craigslist during and after Easter, he made it his next goal to find homes for the Craiglist rabbits. In order to get funds in taking care of almost 200 rabbits, Smith brings them for egg hunts, birthday parties, lets them appear on commercials, and also for sending “bunny telegrams”.

The idea of training rabbits comfort animals started when he volunteered with his parents who were former disaster relief volunteers who help trauma survivors. The idea of training his bunnies was inspired by the comfort dogs brought to help the trauma survivors of the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting.

While Caleb admits that supporting trauma survivors can be emotionally tiring, he says his family feels it’s all worth the effort. To date, the Smiths family have brought rabbits to help community members of four towns that experienced recent mass shootings.

Training Rescued Rabbits at Peacebunny Island



Today now has his own bunny sanctuary at the place he calls Peacebunny Island, where there is enough space to train the rabbits with the help of volunteers. Once rabbits arrive on the island, their first main goal is to make the animals feel relaxed and comfortable with human touch. According to Caleb, training bunnies needs a lot of patience, time, and also cuddles. The young entrepreneur added that rabbits can also be trained in ways similar to a cat, as well as do obstacle courses.

Smith describes the herbivores as God’s bunnies and their business is just there to take care of them. The rabbits spend a slow and unhurried time with people, and he said that nothing could heal a broken heart, but being with the rabbits can help them express their feelings.
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Towing companies like towing service San Jose provide various roadside assistance. But their primary purpose is to transport a broken-down vehicle or automobile from one area to another which is on the request of the owner of the vehicle or the manager of a property. In urban places, towing companies help to control illegal parking where many vehicle owners disregard traffic rules and regulations.

Apart from towing vehicles, towing companies also provide other services like emergency repairs, tire changes, fuel delivery, jump start, vehicle transport and other roadside assistance services. This makes towing companies an important entity in the transport industry. Find the best towing service in San Jose California through this link – https://maps.app.goo.gl/r4rWNcrLwwt8xoKR7.

What To Do When Getting Towed With Your Pet

[image: ]


When it comes to traveling, bringing your pet with you may be an excellent and fun way for you to bond. However, when your vehicle suddenly breaks down, your situation could quickly become frustrating. Although you may not have any trouble or issue to get a ride while your vehicle is towed, your beloved pet might not do so well. There are a few additional measures that you need to take when you’re being towed so as to make certain that everyone safely reaches their destination. With that, below are two that you have to do in the event your vehicle breaks down and need to be towed along with your dear pet.

Let The Towing Company Or Your Insurance Agent Know That Your Pet Is With you

When you request for roadside assistance, it is important that you let the towing company or your insurance agent know that you have with you your pet as well as let them know what type of pet you have in order for them to be make the proper accommodations for your pet. When talking to your insurance agent regarding your pet, also let the towing company that they will sending know to make them aware of the situation. A lot of towing companies permit you to bring your pet with you when getting towed, or they could also recommend another company offering such service if they don’t provide it.

[image: ]


Make Certain You Restrain Your Pet

When travelling with your pet, it is important that you bring with you a leash, harness, pet carrier, or a rope so as to secure or restrain your pet when the need arise, getting towed is one. As the owner, you are responsible for the actions of your pet. By law, tow truck drivers can disallow your pet into their vehicle particularly if your pet is being aggressive, threatening or hostile. If you don’t have anything to restrain your pet or the driver wouldn’t allow your pet in their vehicle, you can contact animal control for assistance.

Bottom Line

When travelling, make certain you bring with you a leash, pet carrier, emergency food supply for your pet as well as the number of your vet so that if your vehicle breaks down and need to be towed, you are very much prepared for such situation.
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										Geologists gathering samples of sediments from the ocean bed in the southeastern Weddell Sea also discovered various peculiar life forms below the seafloor. The sea creatures were living off a rock located 900 meters deep into an Antarctic ice shelf, which the scientists were able to document after they submerged a camera with a sediment corer.



The geologists’ actual mission was to examine the seafloor located a thousand feet below the bed of an Antarctic ice shelf but were surprised to hit a rock instead of hitting mud. The scientists discovered unidentified filter feeders and a community of sponges holding onto the rock.

British Marine Biologist Surprised by the Findings

The geologists showed the footage to Huw Griffiths, a marine biogeographer and writer for the British Antarctic Survey who said the rock is the least likely place for this kind of community to thrive. Griffiths described some of the creatures as having short and bulky round bodies while some others had thin stalks sprawled into the water. Some parts of the hard rock had a thin layer of fuzz, suggesting the possibility of housing miniscule organisms.



Griffiths mentioned that the discovery was exciting as it means that animals clinging onto the rock had ample food source. Yet with a less than 60-second video footage with which to view them, Griffiths said it brings up various questions; like whether the organisms’ metabolism changes speed when there’s no food, or how much food they need, among other things.

According Griffiths, it is a huge challenge to study these creatures as there is no research vessel that can get close to the quaint sea creatures and that the appropriate technologies for studying such animals have yet to be developed.
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										In late September, France announced the re-imposition of animal ban including other wildlife used as entertainment in marine parks and traveling circuses The new ban on animal use will also affect operators of fur farms although they are given until 2025 to shut down their farming operations.



The announcement made it clear that the ban takes effect immediately in marine parks, while additionally stating that the ban excludes wild animals being housed and cared for in zoos and in other permanent establishments.

Ban Against Aquatic Animals in Captivity in Marine Parks is Not New

The prohibition against breeding and keeping dolphins, purpoises and killer whales in captivity, as imposed on marine parks, took effect immediately after the current Minister of Ecological Transition, Barbara Pompili made the announcement.



After all, a similar order was mandated in 2017 and enforced by Ms. Segolene Royal, the former Environment Minister of France under the previous socialist government. However, marine park owners sought legal help by contending that the ban was not done in consultation with stakeholders involved. While awaiting the courts’ decision, Ms. Royal actually made the restriction even harder as her office received reports on how the marine animals held inside aquariums were being drugged.

Although animal rights activists worldwide hailed the French government’s mandate as “historic French Advance,” the country’s highest administrative court reversed the ban in January 2018.



Back then, the marine parks considered the ruling as a victory as it prevented their business from shutting down. As it is now apparent that proper stakeholder and public consultations were made under Minister Pompili, marine parks have no choice but to shut down immediately following the renewed imposition of the 2017 prohibition.

Ban on Wild Animals in Travelling Circuses Will Take Effect Gradually

Ms. Barbara Pompili’s announcement included a ban on wild animals, like elephants, lions, and other wildlife being held in captivity by traveling circuses. However, the prohibition will take effect gradually. Ms. Pompili vowed to find solutions for every animal affected by the prohibition, by carrying out the ban as a separate decision to be fulfilled in the future.



Furthermore, workers who will be affected by the restrictions and be displaced without jobs, will receive aid from the French government. The government will be executing an economic package worth $9.2 million to assist displaced workers find new jobs. According to Ms. Pompili, the gradual change and adding of restrictions will spread across years in changing the lives of citizens.

The Ecological Transition Minister said her top priority is to ensure the well-being of animals, which includes the discontinuance of farming minks just for their furs, whilst saying


“It’s a period of entering a new era in our relationships with animals.”
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										Johns Hopkins Medicine researchers took to studying the bones of some thoroughbreds that were euthanized due to irreparable bone injury as a result of high speed racing.



Based on the researchers’ analysis, the life-ending occurrences for injured racehorses take place when the animals fracture their third metacarpal, or what is commonly known as the cannon bone. That being the case, JH researchers found that by including the adaption of the said bones to extreme racing conditions as part of a thoroughbred’s training, the animals can better endure the serious injuries, and be able to recover from the fracture instead of being euthanized.

Findings Can Help Protect and Keep Safe Thoroughbreds During Race Events

This study comes amidst the protests raised by animal welfare activists upon learning of the horseracing industry’s practice of mercy-killing thoroughbreds that have been seriously injured during training or during racing accidents. The protest actions are calling for the abolition of horse racing, which were spurred by the more than thirty race horses that were euthanized in Santa Anita Park since December 2019.



Since January 2020, animal rights protesters have positioned themselves at the race park’s entrance carrying placards imprinted with messages that say “Death Track” and “Horses Die Here.” However, according to the California Horse Racing Board, the number of horse deaths this season had actually gone down, when compared to the figures reported in 2018 and 2017, which were 37 and 54, respectively.

Nevertheless, the owners of Santa Anita Park entered into an agreement with race horse owners, committing to take necessary steps and making changes to ensure the safety and protection of the racehorses and riders.

Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Recommends Scientifically Backed Methods of intervention During Training

According to the analysis conducted by the Johns Hopkins Medicine researchers, about 70% of the irreparable damage occur in the third metacarpal bone , located between the horse’s knee and the area at the top of the hoof.

Deanna Goldstein, a PhD candidate at the Johns Hopkins University Center for Functional Anatomy and Evolution said that one way to help keep the horses from breaking their legs that way is to have a scientifically backed method of intervention that can predict and prevent such injuries from happening. The intervention can be adapted as part of the thoroughbreds’ management and training, in order to better protect the animals from stress-related accidents on the race track



Ms. Goldstein suggests training that is similar to how humans train to strengthen their bones for weightlifting activities. She explained that new bone growth in thoroughbred and other breeds can be trained to respond to mechanical stress in order to help develop bones that can withstand fracturing. That way, horses  running at high speed, especially around tighter turns, in order to help develop bones that can resisi breakdowns.
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										What a Shame!

‘A big shame,’ is how MP Esther Ouwehand (PvdD) calls the accident on the A16 near Breda last week, which [image: Calves, Animals, Viehscheid, Oberstdorf, Young Animal]


killed 108 young calves. She asked parliamentary questions about the conditions in which a total of three hundred calves was transported. “So this is how we treat animals in the Netherlands, which is really ridiculous.”

In last week’s accident, in which two trucks collided, the cattle truck overturned. In addition, 108 young calves from Northern Ireland were killed immediately. The 192 an’A big shame, ‘is how MP Esther Ouwehand (PvdD) calls the accident on the A16 near Breda last week, which killed 108 young calves. She asked parliamentary questions about the conditions in which a total of three hundred calves was transported.

In last week’s accident, in which two trucks collided, the cattle truck overturned. In addition, 108 young calves from Northern Ireland were killed immediately. The 192 other calves were collected along the road and were later transported.

Ouwehand mainly wonders how the conditions of the animals in the truck were. Did the transport meet all applicable rules? If so, which checks actually carried out should this prove? She asks Minister of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, Carola Schouten.

Transported in the freezing cold

The calves were transported last week while it was freezing outside. “There are no rules for that, you can just do that in the Netherlands. But of course, that is not possible.”

“These kinds of messages don’t actually get in the news until something really goes wrong, From all over Europe, even from Lithuania, the calves are dragged through the Netherlands. While they are still really young and only know how to drink from their mother.”


Animal welfare organization Eyes on Animals calls last week’s transport ‘pure horror’. Not only they, but many others expressed their dissatisfaction via social media. Other calves were collected along with the roto ad and were later transported. Animals need proper care and transportation if your truck got stuck in a muddy puddle you may ask help to palo alto towing for quick roadside assistance services.

Ouwehand mainly wonders how the conditions of the animals in the truck were. ‘Did the transport meet all applicable rules? If so, which checks actually carried out should this prove? ‘, She asks Minister of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, Carola Schouten.

‘Transported in the freezing cold’

The calves were transported last week while it was freezing outside. “There are no rules for that, you can just do that in the Netherlands. But of course, that is not possible.”

‘This is Not Normal, it is Usual’

Not only Ouwehand is concerned about cattle transport. The Animal Protection also finds it not normal that the animals were transported in one truck with so many at once. “Unfortunately, it is usual, but this news will push you back to the facts. You do not want this: such terribly vulnerable animals in one car. That does not make you happy.”

Animal welfare organization Eyes on Animals calls last week’s transport ‘pure horror’. Not only they, but many others expressed their dissatisfaction via social media.
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										Animal conservationists are sending out the message that if humans want to prevent future disease outbreaks, an end must be put to global wildlife trade.



Grace Ge Gabriel, Regional Director of the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) in Asia said that wildlife trade is no longer no longer just a conservation issue but already a matter of national security and biosafety issues. The IFAW stresses that for as long as trading of tens of millions of wildlife persists in Southeast Asia, the threats of infectious diseases will likewise continue.

Historical Data of Recent Epidemics Serve as Proofs



 

Conservationists are basing their claims on historical data pertaining to the most recent epidemics during the past 20 years.

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome or SARS

SARS broke out in 2002 and was also caused by a novel betacoronavirus that came from bats. The virus was subsequently transferred to masked palm civets that were widely traded in China, being a much sought after a delicacy.

In the province of Guangdong in China, the wealthy pay a high price for exotic dishes that include wildlife meat as ingredient, like the palm civet. Although virologists say that the coronavirus in wildlife cannot infect humans if the animal is cooked, the coronavirus infection could have shifted to humans who raised the animals, and later to those who slaughtered them and prepared the raw meat for cooking.

 



Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)

The MERS outbreak in the Middle East in 2012 was also a coronavirus disease that came from bats,which infected dromedary camels. Infected camels, in turn, transmitted the disease to humans through direct and indirect contact. Since the passing of the virus was through camels, MERS cases occurred mostly in the Arabian Peninsula.

African Swine Fever (ASF)

Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, ASF swept through China, Vietnam, Philippines, South Korea and several other countries. The disease, which is considered as deadly but not contagious, can be contracted when the meat of ASF infected pigs are consumed even when cooked. ASF is said to originate from wild boars but its spread can occur in commercial piggeries.

The Swine Health Information Center (SHIC) continues to report global cases of ASF occurring in other countries. The most recent SHIC global report published last May 05, 2020, reported that 450 farms in Poland were ordered to shut down due to the spread of ASF that has infected more than 30,000 pigs.
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										You will need an air purifier because indoor air can be polluted for a variety of reasons as stated below. The list includes dog and cat hair and smell. Read further why you will be needing the best air purifiers for your home.

	Cigarette smoke/chimney smoke/smell of smoke and cold smoke
	Mould
	Dust/fine dust/house dust
	spore
	Bad smells in general
	muff
	formaldehyde
	bacteria
	Dust mites/mites
	Dog hair & dog smell
	Cat hair & cat smell
	hair
	Nicotine or nicotine smell/tobacco smell
	ozone
	Smog/fine dust
	virus
	Vogel dust
	and more.


2020 Best Air Purifier for Pets Guide for Pet Dander, Odors and Hair



This can cause health issues, particularly for allergy afflicted people. Actually standard airflow generally does not make it possible for sufficiently providing a solution. For allergy sufferers, air purifiers in the household or at least in the most frequently used living spaces are already standard.

An alternative is a free-standing air purifier that permanently removes up to 99% of the particles from the room air. However, many consumers are not sure how helpful or even harmful an air purifier is. We would, therefore, like to answer the most important questions about air purifiers.

How does an air purifier work?

The operation of an air purifier is very simple. The room air is usually sucked in via a type of fan and through different filters, e.g. Activated carbon or HEPA filter. These collect the finest particles and pollutants. The cleaned air is then led out of the device. Devices are also available that humidify the air at the same time. At this point, however, we do not want to address them.

Is ventilation still necessary with air purifiers?

Yes. Despite air purifiers, you should continue to ventilate regularly in all rooms. The air that is cleaned in the device is not fresh air but is recycled. The proportion of carbon dioxide in the room air, therefore, does not decrease. You will feel tired after a while. After briefly ventilating (better than tilted windows!) You will feel better again.

How does an air purifier with a HEPA filter work?

A HEPA filter (High-Efficiency Particulate Air Filter), also called a particulate filter, consists of glass fiber filter mats with a particularly effective particle filter that removes suspended matter up to 0.1 microns from the air.

HEPA filters are preferred by allergy sufferers e.g. used in animal hair allergy. But many other particles are also permanently removed from the room air, e.g.

	Asbestos,
	Bacteria,
	viruses,
	Dust or dust mites and mite eggs,
	pollen
	Smoke or
	dust particles containing pollutants.


The disadvantage with HEPA filters is, however, that very small particles such as smells, Gases or particulate matter can only be filtered to a limited extent.

When buying an air purifier with a HEPA filter, make sure that it is in extra housing, as otherwise, you expose yourself to the risk of inhaling unhealthy or even toxic particles.

Who has the choice?

As you can see, choosing the right air filter is harder than you thought. We advise you to first consider the following:

	What do you need an air purifier for?
	Do you suffer from health problems?
	What type of filter do you prefer?
	How big is the room in which you want to use an air purifier?


We advise you, especially if you suffer from allergies, to use an air purifier with a HEPA and activated carbon filter. These are ideal for “normal” needs. However, if you have special requirements or require a very fine filter, take a closer look at the ionizers.

An air purifier in closed rooms is always recommended. Not only to relieve symptoms but also to improve well-being. Many people have had a good experience with this, which is demonstrated not least by the increasing production figures from providers such as Blueair, Dyson, and others.
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										Dog owners or even just dog lovers should know that giving sugar-free candy as a treat can be harmful to the animal because they can contain xylitol as alternative sweetener. Moreover, if you have a pack full of these sugar-free confectionery, make sure their out of your dog’s reach.



Be in the know that the sugar substitute known as xylitol can cause harm to canines in particular. Although larger dogs can be affected by xylitol when taken in massive doses, the sugar alternative has very little calorie content and does not raise blood sugar levels.

 



Xylitol is safe for humans because they are naturally occurring in plants and can be taken as remedy for blood-related disorders. However, for smaller and younger dogs, a single piece of candy would be enough to cause hypoglycemia. If undetected, the dog’s hypoglycemic condition could lead to liver damage. If left untreated it can cause death.

What is Hypoglycemia?

Hypoglycemia in humans is not actually a disease or disorder, but an indicator of a more serious health condition. When a person is in a hypoglycemic condition, it means his or her blood sugar level is falling below the normal; which should be at greater than 3.9 millimoles or at greater than 70 milligrams per deciliter. If it falls at that index or go lower, it means the body is being deprived of sugar that it needs as fuel or energy.



Dogs, specifically puppies under 3 months old, can easily go into a hypoglycemic condition once they ingest xylitol. Mainly because their bodies have not fully developed the ability to control their blood sugar levels. Unlike humans who can voice out feelings of not being well, a puppy suffering from hypoglycemia, has no way of letting its owner know that something is wrong.

More often than not, dog owners bring their pets to the vet only when the symptoms of hypoglycemia has turned from bad to worse. Usually, such symptoms start with loss of appetite and inactivity, or extreme lethargy. Low blood levels could further lead to muscle twitching, lack of muscle control, trembling and other unusual animal behavior.

If a dog suffering from hypoglycemia is still not brought to a veterinary or has been misdiagnosed with a different health problem that could worsen the sugar deprivation, the afflicted animal can go comatose and eventually die. Other causes of hypoglycemia in dogs include presence of intestinal parasites, malnutrition and extreme cold environment.
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										One of the policies and services in the zoo includes the electric wheelchair and stroller rentals. These are based on first-come, first-serve policy rentals. Because of its common usage at the zoo, administrators do not assure the equipment availability. Moreover, wheelchairs and strollers for rent are not applicable for reservations in advance.
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Wheelchair and Stroller Rentals

In a day, single strollers are available for rent at $10 while the double stroller rentals cost $12. Infant strollers are also available at $11 but this are only intended for those infants weighing 25 pounds and lower. Furthermore, wheelchair rentals are limited for about $10. The Electronic Convenience Vehicle can also be rented by adults 18 years old and above weighing 400 pounds and below at $30.

Zoo Rules and Other Policies

Here are the rules and policies imposed inside the zoo.

Prohibited items:

• Cigarette smoking including the use of e-cigarettes is prohibited within the zoo.

• 13 years old wearing mask and costume is prohibited.

• Making any marketing advertisement, handbill, solicitations or any promotional products are not allowed to be distributed within the zoo.

• Dogs and other pets are not allowed.

• Feeding the animals inside the zoo

• Entering into private areas within the zoo and running through zoo pathways

• Glass bottles, firearms and weapons, balloons, hoverboards, bicycle, skateboards, lasers, and drones are prohibited inside the zoo vicinity.

Allowed items:

• All are required to enter the zoo premise with shirt and shoes.

• Children aging 14 years old and below must be accompanied by a chaperone who is an adult.

• The public are allowed to take photographs like taking photos of pets using iphone 7 and personal videos knowing that it does not cause any interruptions to other visitors experience inside the zoo.

• Service animals are allowed except in other restricted zoo areas.

Notes and Other Reminders:

Keep in mind of these following notes and reminders within the zoo property.

• It is the zoo’s responsibility to take photographs of your visit. The zoo has the role to use these photos for either internal or public publications. These include the publications on the website of the zoo and social media platforms.

• Filming inside the zoo, whether for educational or commercial purposes, should be approved by the zoo’s administration.
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Thanksgiving is probably one of the most popular yearly occasion all over the world. We are very excited for this because this is the when we get together with our relatives and loved ones. This is the even where we should just thankful of what we have and of the people around us.

Our most favorite part of thanksgiving is when we eat together. There are bunch of foods to choose from. There are chicken, pork and veggies. In almost every family, there must be at least one member who is vegan, or do not eat meat. Of course we have to consider their needs.

Meanwhile, since we are on the subject of vegan, there are number of vegan motorcycle riders these days who do not want to eat or use animal products. It is inevitable that sometimes, they find it hard to look for items, especially motorcycle gears that are pro animals. Good news if you are one of those vegan motorcycle drivers, this article will help you find the items you have been looking for. So better keep on reading. Also, if you want to further understand how such gloves are made, you might to check this research.



One of the gears a motorcycle driver needed is a great pair of gloves. For vegan drivers, they will probably look for vegan gloves. Lucky for you, these days this is not that hard to find. There are a lot of gloves that are of great quality, strength, and most importantly provides comfort and protection. With that being said, we listed down list of gloves that do not use animal products, or basically leather free.

	For a lot of years now, the air force gel glove is the best seller vegan gloves. This is because if offers great benefits that leather gloves offer such as: maximum comfort, protection, and absorption of vibration.
	If it is summer and you want a pair of vegan gloves that will keep you cool, you may opt to buy for a pair that allows your finger to breathe air force gel glove #757 will probably work best for you.
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										The State of California has broadened its animal welfare law (Section 3039 of the Fish and Game Code), by adding amendments legislated under new Assembly Bill No. 44. AB 44, which was formally signed into a state law by CA Governor Gavin Newsom, will take effect on January 01, 2023.



The amendments now make it illegal to manufacture, sell, make an offer to manufacture/sell, display for sale, or trade, in exchange for monetary or nonmonetary consideration clothings, handbags or shoes made of fur or with fur. AB 44 defines fur


“animal skin or part thereof with hair, fleece or fur fibers attached thereto.”







The amendments actually adopt similar laws already imposed locally by California municipalities Berkeley, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

The new prohibitions mainly apply to products using the fur of beavers, chinchillas, coyotes, foxes, lynx, minks, sables and other similar products made from animal skins to which fur, hair or fleece is attached. The ban does not apply to the use of cowhide, sheepskin, deerskin and goatskin.

Still, there are certain products and activities that qualify for exemptions, which the new bill defines as fur products intended for specified purposes and expressly allowed by existing federal laws.

Exemptions and Related Regulations to California’s New Fur Ban Laws

Although AB 44 instituted certain exemptions and exceptions to the fur prohibition laws, the bill requires a person who sells or trades any exempted fur products to maintain records of every sale or trade of the following for at least one year:

	Animal fur, fleece or hair derived by means of shearing;
	Fur articles worn traditionally for religious, cultural or tribal purposes;
	Selling or trading of used fur products is still allowed for at least one year starting from the date the selling prohibition was signed into law.
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We are visually perceiving a magnification in the amount of adoption sites for pet. Pet adoption sites are there to avail market the shelter, notions their intentions and pets which they have available for adoption. The websites with seo audit service in the world wide web are now an excellent avail for organizations such as shelters for animals as it avails to broaden their range for finding houses that are opportune.

The adoption websites  are the window for pet shelters that  are withal able to provide a significant amount of information the organization itself. They will have the ability to particularize their codes of practice and the assignment expression. They will be able to show pictures of their pets that they are endeavoring to re-home.


The world wide web does engender the chance for some people to market and publicize.  It is paramount that you confirm the details concerning the site to ascertain that you are currently dealing with not only a man and a shelter. Most of the shelters they just need your information to know if you are really into taking care the abandoned animals.



Having verbalized that, there are a few adoption websites which aren’t animal shelters, but are a portal site for a lot of shelters which are real. They will direct you to shelters that they believe to be run and have a code of conduct, via links. A number of these sites will give details on what to do if you need to get information about an animal’s different aspects of re-homing and care.

If you are currently thinking of adopting a pet, be it an animal or a feline, canine, rabbit, do a little research and see with the shelter. Do not just stay at home and depend to bring you the pet that is or you might never get familiar with where the pet has emanate from.
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										Not a few cat owners worry when they see their pet feeding on grass, because this unusual behavior leads to vomiting. Some vets and other cat experts though have offered explanations that grass-eating among cats is normal, and that the aftermath is merely an act of regurgitation that allows the animal to orally expel whatever it is that is causing them discomfort.



The explanation though remained unsubstantiated by scientific studies, until the International Society for Applied Ethology (ISAE) reported in this year’s annual convention in Bergen, Norway that eating plants, which includes grass, is instinctual to felines. Grass-eating behavior has evolutionary benefits, directly related to their need to remove foreign bodies like intestinal parasites present in their system.

Ethology by the way is the study of animal behavior. The ISAE report about grass-eating behavior among cats is based on studies they conducted on chimps and other wild animals that do not usually feed on grass as a means of subsistence. Based on theories worked on in their research, the act of throwing up after eating grass or plant, brings them relief.

Grow Indoor Grass to Keep Your Cat Safe

Cats in the modern era, particularly those kept indoors and pampered with cat food and milk, hardly find a reason to engage in the exercise. That is why some cat owners regard their grass-eating activity an unusual behavior. This merely suggests that cats tend to do so by instinct, whenever they feel the need to take something out of their system.

Maybe not parasites anymore, but something indigestible that could be causing them discomfort.



The ISAE team gives advice that since cats do grass-eating by instinct, it would be best for cat owners to buy or grow some indoor grass for their beloved pet. That way, they can reduce some of the risks faced by their cat when eating grass from outside sources.

Potential health harms may include acquiring intestinal parasites, or chewing on some toxic substance or pesticide sprayed on grass grown on some nearby property.
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										Spay and neuter are actions responsible pet owners need to take in order to address the continuously rising animal population. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) recognizes the overwhelming problem presented by pet overpopulation, which cannot be addressed by simply dumping unwanted pets and/or litter in animal shelters.

Animal shelters, particularly their workers have been stigmatized as “kill shelters” run by heartless people who have no intention of looking after the animals they take in. Pet owners bringing in their animals often have a preconceived notion that someone will come along to adopt them. What many do not realize is that there are more unwanted animals being brought in, than people coming in to adopt unwanted or stray animals.

Although the ASPCA makes it clear that currently, no government agency or animal organization has been tasked to tabulate national statistics for use in monitoring animal population and welfare. Nonetheless, the ASPCA base their national estimates on data provided by Shelter Animals Count and other reputable resources, which tend to vary per state.



	Each year, it is estimated that as many as 6.5 million animals are brought in to animal shelters nationwide.
	The annual estimate of shelter animals that were adopted, approximates 3.2 million; 1.6 million cats and 1.6 million dogs.
	Around 710,000 of those animals that entered shelters as stray animals, the majority of which were dogs, were retrieved by their owners.
	Of those remaining in animal shelters, about 2.7 million were euthanized.


As one animal operator puts it, they cannot address on their own, the growing problem posed by animal overpopulation. Pet owners must also do their part by taking remedial actions like spaying and neutering. That way, accidental breeding can be prevented, which can greatly reduce the number of unwanted litters brought to shelters.



Instead of taking the easy way out in caring and raising unwanted puppies and kittens by depositing them at animal shelters, they should first exert efforts in looking for new responsible homes that will adopt them.

Importance of Spaying and Neutering Animal Companions

Spaying a cat or dog entails the removal a female animal’s reproductive organs. Neutering on the other hand, is the corresponding surgical procedure performed on male animals.



May cities and counties in some U.S. states have also taken action by making it mandatory for pet owners to spay or neuter their cat or dog companions. Those who refuse to do so, have to pay a significant amount as breeder’s fee. Communities that impose mandatory spay-and-neuter ordinances have reported a significant decrease in the number of animals brought to shelters where animals are subsequently euthanized.

To further promote spay and neuter actions, many of those communities have spay-and-neuter clinics that offer their services free or for a minimal amount.
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										Our planet is blessed with so many species of animals to which humans react and interact differently. Some are brought home and cared for as pets, while others are included in lists of favorite meat eats, while some others fall under the most hated list. It seems the ability of humans to interact with animals depends on the ability to domesticate them either as pets to care for, or as sources of food and clothing materials.

Some psychologists specialize in analyzing relationships between human and animals, to gain deeper understanding on why humans have contradicting treatments and reactions toward different animal species. Harvard biologist Stephen Jay once said that our behavior towards animals may be related to their resemblance to human family. The closer the resemblance, the stronger the tendency to treat them with familiarity and congeniality.

If Jay’s explanation is true, then humans must also stop to think of how dogs and cats feel, whenever their puppies and kittens, respectively, are given away.

Many consider snakes and mice as the most hateful animals, yet not a few are also into keeping them as pets for reasons only the owners can understand. Some animal species are nurtured and bred in farms. Yet even among farm operators, differences have been demonstrated on how the creatures are treated.



Perhaps inequality of treatment on animals can also be associated with culture, or of the differences in the environment where humans were raised.

Different Cultures, Different Beliefs on How Animals are Treated

Some examples can be cited on how culture influence the different ways with which humans interact with animals. Ancient Greek religion for one promoted the belief that some significant deities can transform into fierce and powerful forms of animals, yet the animal most revered by ancient Greeks is the humble cow.



Reverence for cows was also popular in other ancient societies such as the Israelites, Egyptians, and Romans, but their devotion is mainly associated with the usefulness of the bovines as producers of milk and fertilizer. Although revered, they also subjected the cows to hard labor by making them till the soil. Religions in other countries such as Buddhism, Hinduism, Zoroastrianism and Jainism, consider cows are sacred and to which edicts have been passed to prohibit their slaughter.

Apparently, inequality on how animal species are treated also stem from traditional and religious beliefs.
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Emotional support animals (ESAs) have gained significant recognition and importance in recent years, providing invaluable emotional support and companionship to individuals experiencing mental health challenges. Beyond their role in individual well-being, ESAs have also started to play a notable role in family law cases as experienced by lawyer family law Augsburg (rechtsanwalt familienrecht Augsburg). This article explores the significance of emotional support animals in family law, examining their impact on custody disputes, visitation arrangements, and overall family dynamics.

	
Understanding Emotional Support Animals

	Definition and purpose of emotional support animals
	Differences between emotional support animals, service animals, and therapy animals
	Legal rights and protections for emotional support animals



	
Emotional Support Animals in Custody Disputes

	The consideration of emotional support animals in child custody cases
	Assessing the best interests of the child and the role of the ESA
	Factors influencing custody decisions involving emotional support animals



	
Visitation Arrangements and Emotional Support Animals

	Ensuring access to emotional support animals during visitation periods
	Guidelines for accommodating emotional support animals in visitation agreements
	Coordinating care and responsibilities for the ESA between parents



	
The Impact of Emotional Support Animals on Family Dynamics

	Enhancing emotional well-being and stability for family members
	Fostering a supportive and nurturing environment for children and parents
	The potential role of ESAs in reducing conflict and improving communication



	
Legal Considerations and Challenges

	State-specific laws and regulations regarding emotional support animals in family law cases
	Addressing skepticism and challenges from opposing parties
	Balancing the rights and interests of all family members involved



	
Professional Guidance and Expert Testimony

	The involvement of mental health professionals and experts in ESA-related family law cases
	The importance of professional assessments and documentation supporting the ESA’s role
	Providing expert testimony to substantiate the impact of the ESA on the individual’s mental health and well-being





 

ALSO READ: 8 Best Smartphone Apps for Pet Owners

 

Conclusion

Emotional support animals have emerged as important companions in promoting emotional well-being, not only for individuals but also within the context of family law cases. Recognizing their significance, courts and legal professionals are increasingly considering the presence and benefits of emotional support animals when making decisions related to custody, visitation, and overall family dynamics. As the understanding and acceptance of emotional support animals continue to grow, their role in family law will undoubtedly become more prominent, prioritizing the emotional needs and stability of individuals and families during challenging times.
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As animal lovers and shelter supporters, it’s important to make sure our homes are safe and comfortable for our furry friends. Whether you have pets of your own or are considering adopting, taking the time to inspect your home for potential hazards can prevent accidents and ensure a happy, healthy living environment for all (source: home inspection companies in San Antonio). In this article, we’ll cover some essential home inspection tips for animal lovers and shelter supporters. From checking for toxic plants to securing loose wires, we’ve got you covered.

Inspect Your Yard and Garden

Before bringing a pet into your home, it’s important to inspect your yard and garden for potential hazards. Make sure any poisonous plants, such as lilies, azaleas, and daffodils, are removed or kept out of reach. Check for any holes in the fence or gaps that could allow your pet to escape. Consider installing a fence or gate to keep your pet safe and contained.

Check for Hidden Dangers Indoors

Inside your home, there may be hidden dangers that could harm your pet. Check for loose wires or cords that could be chewed on, potentially causing electrocution or fire. Secure any heavy furniture or appliances to prevent them from toppling over. Keep cleaning supplies and chemicals out of reach, and make sure all medications are stored safely.

Create a Safe and Comfortable Living Space

Pets need a safe and comfortable living space just like humans do. Provide them with a cozy bed, toys to play with, and plenty of fresh water. Make sure they have a designated space to eat and drink, and consider using pet-safe cleaning products to keep their living area clean and hygienic.

Prepare for Emergencies

No matter how careful we are, accidents can still happen. That’s why it’s important to be prepared for emergencies. Keep a pet first aid kit on hand, and know where the nearest emergency veterinarian is located. Consider microchipping your pet to help locate them if they ever become lost.

Adopt Responsibly

Finally, if you’re considering adopting a pet, make sure you do so responsibly. Research different breeds and consider your lifestyle and living space before making a decision. Visit your local animal shelter or rescue organization, and consider adopting an older or special needs pet who may have a harder time finding a forever home.

By taking the time to inspect your home and create a safe living environment for your pets, you’ll be able to enjoy the many benefits of pet ownership without worrying about potential hazards. Remember, a little prevention goes a long way in ensuring your pets are pawsitively safe and sound.

Read also: Secure Your Garden When You Have Animals

Conclusion

As animal lovers and shelter supporters, we have a responsibility to ensure the safety and wellbeing of our furry friends. By following these home inspection tips, you can create a safe and comfortable living environment for your pets, whether you already have pets or are considering adoption. Remember, being a responsible pet owner is a lifelong commitment, but the love and companionship our pets provide make it all worth it.
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										Adopting an animal is not only kind, but it also actively contributes to the survival of countless other species. Sadly, every year, millions of animals find themselves in shelters or rescue organizations while they wait for their ultimate homes. To address this issue, campaigns that promote animal adoption are vital in spreading awareness, changing perceptions, and encouraging people to consider adopting instead of buying pets.

Target Audience for Effective Campaign Strategies

It is critical to undertake research on the traits, habits, and preferences of the target audience in order to promote animal adoption in an effective way. Understanding the audience’s reasons for adopting animals as well as their opinions toward that adoption might help marketing message and tactics. The campaign can highlight the special characteristics of shelter animals, such as their personalities, loyalty, and capacity to build enduring attachments with their adopters, if the target audience, for instance, loves loyalty and companionship in a pet.

Charms of Animals in Shelters
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Emphasizing the special characteristics of animals in shelters is one of the primary strategies for encouraging animal adoption. Shelter animals have a variety of histories and personalities, but they frequently become dedicated and caring pets. Many animals at shelters have experienced difficulties, and by adopting them, people can give them a second shot at living happy and fulfilled lives. 

Campaigns can use touching tales and pictures of animals from shelters who have found their forever homes to connect with potential adopters on an emotional level.


Proactive Media Strategies for Campaign Success

Securing media attention is a critical part of encouraging animal adoption. Press releases, media pitches, or interviews with campaign spokespersons can all aid in attracting media coverage and spreading campaign awareness. The public can be informed about the advantages of pet adoption through media coverage, which can also be used to share adoption success stories and dispel myths about shelter animals. 

Campaigns can also work together with local media sources, celebrities, and influencers to boost their message and connect with more people. Social media can be a potent tool for encouraging animal adoption in addition to media coverage.
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										Online streaming services have become a popular way to watch live sports and animals. But are they the best way?

Many people are turning to online streaming services such as hesgoal in order to watch their favorite sporting events and animals online. The convenience of watching a game on your couch or on the go is hard to beat.

The best way to watch animal shows and football games online

There are many ways to watch animal shows and football games online. You can use the official websites of these shows or sporting events. You can also watch them on YouTube or by streaming them on your favorite apps.

The best way to watch animal shows and football games online is by using a VPN which will help you bypass geo-restrictions that may be imposed by the websites of these shows or sporting events.

What can you watch on animal & football streaming websites?

The online streaming industry is growing rapidly, and people are watching more content than ever. It’s easier than ever to watch your favorite shows and sporting events.

There are many different types of websites that offer live streams of different types of content. Some websites offer sports streaming while others offer animal streaming.

Animal & football streaming websites have been around for a while now. Nonetheless, they have just recently become popular with the rise in popularity of other streaming services.

[image: hesgoal]




Finding the best apps for watching animals & football on your mobile device

Mobile apps that allow you to watch animals and football are a great way to pass the time. They are also great for people who have pets or enjoy watching sports.

The best apps for watching animals and football on your mobile device depend on what you like to watch.

Mobile devices have become your go-to device for entertainment and social media use. With apps like these, you can keep up with your favorite teams and animals from anywhere in the world.

Using a VPN to access animal & football streaming sites from outside the USA

Since the US is one of the most powerful countries in the world, it has a lot of influence on the internet. This means that many streaming sites are blocked in the US and you cannot access them unless you use a VPN.

A VPN is a virtual private network and it allows users to access content that is blocked or restricted by their ISP, government, or other third parties. Using a VPN allows users to bypass geo-restrictions and gain access to websites that are otherwise inaccessible from their location.
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										TikTok is not just a platform for human talent, but it also serves as a platform for animals to showcase their unique personalities and entertaining antics. From dogs to cats, hamsters to hedgehogs, TikTok is filled with videos of animals that have captured the hearts of millions of users.

Canine Kings: The Most Popular Dogs on TikTok

Dogs are the undisputed rulers of TikTok and come in all shapes, sizes, and breeds. From Golden Retrievers to Shih Tzus, there is no doubt that dogs have become a staple of the platform and have captured the hearts of millions of viewers with their tricks, silly personalities, and cuteness. 

Whether they’re performing tricks, playing with toys, or simply cuddling with their owners, dogs have become the most popular animal on TikTok.

Feline Favorites: The Quirky Cats of TikTok

Cats are known for their unique personalities and quirky antics and TikTok is filled with videos showcasing their charm. 
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From house cats to big cats, TikTok has no shortage of videos showcasing the playful and mischievous nature of felines. Whether they’re lounging in sunbeams or playing with toys, cats are beloved for their unique personalities and have become a staple on the platform.

Hamsters, Hedgehogs, and More: The Other Animals Taking TikTok by Storm

In addition to dogs and cats, TikTok is also home to other popular animals such as hamsters, hedgehogs, and sloths. 

Hamsters have become TikTok sensations thanks to their playful personalities and endless amounts of cuteness, while hedgehogs have become a hit on the platform thanks to their unique personalities and charming antics. Sloths, known for their relaxed attitudes and slow-moving nature, have also become TikTok stars, capturing the hearts of millions of users.

Whether you’re a fan of dogs, cats, hamsters, hedgehogs, or sloths, TikTok has something for everyone and has become a hub for animal lovers around the world.

So, if you have videos of your animals at home and want people to see them, volgers kopen tiktok to boost the popularity of your furries. With millions of users, these furry stars will capture the hearts of viewers around the world.
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										The giant panda, formerly also known as the bamboo bear, is one of the most endangered animal species in the world. Still in the wild in 1864, pandas are spread across six mountainous regions in southwest China.

The question of whether the giant panda belongs to the family of small or large bears or whether it should be classified in its own family has occupied scientists for a long time. In the meantime, however, it is certain that it belongs to the family of big bears.

Panda bears are mammals and belong to the order Carnivora even though they feed almost exclusively on plants. Children who want to see giant pandas can take advantage of the giant panda cam. This way, they can see live pandas even though they don’t see them in actuality.
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What do giant pandas look like?

Typical of the giant panda is its black and white fur pattern. Ears, eyespots, snout, hind legs, front legs, and shoulders are black, the rest are white. A special feature of the giant panda and also of the lesser or red panda is the so-called pseudo-thumb. This extended carpal bone on their front paws helps them hold their food, the bamboo stalks, more easily.

An adult animal is 120 to 180 centimeters tall. At 85 to 125 kilograms, the males weigh around 10 to 20 percent more than the females, at 70 to 100 kilograms. Giant pandas can live up to 20 years in the wild and more than 30 years in captivity. The oldest known giant panda died at the age of 36.

The social organization, activity, and communication of giant pandas

Adult panda bears are solitary creatures but communicate intensively using scent marks in exposed places such as tree stumps or tree trunks. Their territories marked in this way are 1 to 60, on average between 5 and 15 square kilometers in size. They stay about half of the time in a smaller, only about 30-hectare core zone of their territory.

What is known about giant panda reproduction?

A panda bear becomes sexually mature between the ages of five and seven. As with other bear species, a female gives birth to cubs every two to three years. The widespread notion that pandas were not very reproductive was due to improper human husbandry and breeding at the beginning. Although the female panda is only receptive for two to three days once a year between March and May, the reproductive success is no different compared to other large bear species. A panda bear can raise six or more cubs in her lifetime.
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Keeping a dog, cat, rabbit, or parakeet is quite a responsibility. To help pet owners take care of their pet offspring, creative developers come up with all kinds of smart apps. By the way, you can also make your own apps for your pets! But that is for another discussion.

Here, we list the best pet apps for iOS (iPhone and iPad) and Android.

New owners have the time with them because in this digital age all the necessary information can be found for free on the web. In addition, smart apps regularly appear in the App and Play Store that offer more customization in the field of animal care. These applications are unfortunately difficult to find. As soon as you search for ‘pet’, ‘dog’, or ‘cat’ in the aforementioned application stores, mainly games will emerge. It is therefore important that you enter the exact name of an application. All the apps mentioned in this article are available for iOS and Android.

Everything for your pet

PetsApp serves as an informative reference for owners of dogs, cats, birds, and rodents. In addition, you can also keep track of all kinds of data about your animal and set reminders. After installation, create a new profile and add the details of your pet(s). With a dog, HuisdierenApp asks for the breed, coat type, food, insurance policy, and chip number, among other things. In addition, you provide all kinds of information about health without obligation, such as weight and used remedies against fleas and ticks. Conveniently, the app tracks the weight in a graph. Furthermore, indicate when you want to receive reminders for the vet check-up and the administration of medication. The app even includes a built-in search engine to find online package inserts of medications. PetsApp shows the nearest vets, so you’re never shy about an address. A number of practices even allow you to video call, with a doctor observing your pet through the camera. That saves a lot of travel stress for your dog or cat. You pay afterward via iDeal for the online consultation. Furthermore, this comprehensive helper includes information about medical care, grooming salons, pet stores, dog schools, and popular walking areas.

Joint exhaust rounds

Dog owners regularly meet other owners on the street, which may create nice contacts. DoggyDating makes it even easier to walk around with other dog lovers. After registration, you will see which run-off areas in the area are popular. See at DoggyDates when and where other owners go for a walk. Via Participate you join an exhausted group. Of course, it is also possible to take a walk yourself and to enthuse other dog owners for this. The DoggyAlert function is also useful. If your dog has unexpectedly run away, you can report it. Within a radius of ten kilometers, other members of the DoggyDating app receive an alarm message, so that you increase the chance of being caught. Ask for further advice from other owners and add dog owners from your neighborhood as a digital friends.

Baby monitor for dogs

Does your dog or puppy perform the weirdest antics during your absence? Or is there separation anxiety? Keep an eye on things with the Dog Monitor app. For this, you need two mobile devices. Leave one smartphone (or tablet) at home, while with the second smartphone you keep an eye on things remotely. For example, hear when the dog barks and reassure your four-legged friend with spoken messages. When the camera is properly pointed, you can even watch live. In the App Store, this application costs 5.49 euros, while in the Play Store you pay 6.49 euros.

Dog training

Almost nothing is more annoying than a dog that barely listens. It is therefore of great importance to train puppies well from an early age and to strengthen the mutual bond. There are all kinds of apps for this, but Dogo is by far the best known. After you have created a profile, you first answer all kinds of questions about your dog. Among other things, pass on the age and determine what you want to teach the four-legged friend. You can choose from learning tricks, improving the speed, and opening the door. Also, indicate if the dog is very pulling on the leash or does not show up after calling the name. The app then puts together an appropriate training program. For example, the obedience course consists of 25 skills and the New dog of 42 skills. The intention is that you follow one lesson per day. To raise the knowledge level of the owners, each lesson also contains a short quiz. It is nice that the practical lessons consist of short instructions with clear illustrations. Afterward, determine how well your dog has performed the assignment. Nice is that you can also get in touch with other Dogo members. Invite any acquaintances. Dogo is Dutch-speaking and has an attractive design. The use of this app is free for the first week, but after that, the lessons cost a tenner per month or a hundred euros per year.

 

ALSO READ: Making Your Home Safe for Your Pets

 

Current dog news

If you like to try out new exhaust rounds, it is smart to capture them. That way you can walk the same route again later. Download the English app Tractive Dog Walk (iOS) or Dog Walk – Track your dogs (Android). Although the names differ, these applications come from the same developer. Once you have registered, you indicate that you want to take a walk. The app uses the GPS chip of your smartphone for route registration. So give the app access to the location services of the mobile device. You take photos without obligation during the walk, so that you can look back at images of the route at a later time. If desired, owners indicate at which locations their dog has made a need, although we do not see the point of this. A more meaningful option is that you can share the route live with acquaintances. The person in question receives a link on which the route can be followed. Incidentally, you can also share the route data afterward. Afterward, see how long you have walked and what distance you have covered. With this app, dog owners build up an overview of beautiful walking rounds.

Pet tracking

A loss of a cat or dog is a nightmare for every animal lover. Are you ever afraid of that? There are GPS trackers that continuously determine the location of your pet. With the help of a mobile app, you can find out the current position of your four-legged friend. Tractive is specialized in such products. This Austrian company develops waterproof GPS trackers that owners can attach to the collar of a dog or cat. The app gives a warning when your pet leaves the area marked by you, such as your backyard or residential area. A GPS tracker from Tractive costs about 50 euros and contains a rechargeable battery. In addition, you need a subscription. For example, a two-year basic subscription costs 3.75 euros per month. In addition to Tractive, there are other providers of GPS trackers for pets, such as Invoxia and Weenect.

Providing first aid

The well-known food brand Royal Canin has been running a first-aid app for cats and dogs for many years. Useful in case owners need to act quickly in case of an emergency. What do you do, for example, if there is an unexpected collision, or if the animal suddenly becomes stuffy? First Aid for Cat and Dog contains step-by-step instructions for dozens of doomsday scenarios so that you can easily offer the right help. The app also takes your own safety into account, so that a frightened pet in pain does not bite you unexpectedly. Most subjects have clear pictures of their actions. From the app, you can also search for the nearest veterinarian or call an emergency service directly if necessary.

Aquarium monitors

Owners of a freshwater or saltwater aquarium benefit greatly from Aquarimate. This English app costs 10.99 euros once. You can enter all kinds of water values, after which you keep track of the developments of the water quality in a graph. Consider, among other things, the values for phosphate (po4), nitrite (no2), nitrate (no3), and acidity (ph). Especially when keeping sensitive fish species, it is important to carefully monitor the water quality. Furthermore, set reminders so you don’t forget maintenance jobs, feeding times, and water changes. Finally, Aquarimate also contains an extensive database of fish and plant species.
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The cat sharpens its claws on the new sofa and the dog nibbles on leather shoes while you are shopping. What can you do about it? Aside from hiring Your carpenter to build your home pet-friendly, these few simple tricks will help.

The drawers are scratched, and scraps of paper and chewed cables are scattered on the parquet. The evildoers look innocently at their mistress. Many pet owners know this situation: If you leave them alone for too long, cats and dogs like to let off steam at the facility. But who has time to spend 24 hours a day with their pet – after all, you have to go to work, to shop, on dates. How do you make your home pet safe?

First aid against claws and teeth

Training your pet to adopt new habits takes a long time. But if your apartment looks like a battlefield, you need a quick solution.

Build obstacles

The less lying around openly in your apartment, the better: small stuff comes in drawers, clothes in cupboards, and dishes should not remain on the kitchen table. Hide sources of danger such as medicines, cleaning agents, or poisonous plants. Cables can be protected by a sturdy hose, and chair legs by a foul-tasting anti-nibbling spray. If your cat prefers to pee behind the sofa, lay out aluminum foil there – cats avoid unfamiliar surfaces.

Offer alternatives

Swap the USB cable for a chewing bone, and the sofa set for a scratching post. Initially, your pet may disdain the new toy. Often, however, it can be lured with a reward. For cats, it also helps to rub the scratching post with a little catnip.

Create a retreat

Keep the doors to certain rooms such as the kitchen or bathroom closed while the pet is alone. Then at least the toilet paper is safe from the cat. If your house or apartment is big enough, a dog room is worthwhile. It should be quiet, preferably without a window to the street.
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Here’s how to fathom the symptoms.

Why is your pet destroying the apartment?

With a small camera, you can observe when your pet starts to romp: as soon as you leave the front door or only after a while? Does your dog wait longingly in front of the door, does your cat scratch the window?

These observations will help you fathom and change the reason for your pet’s behavior. Two cases are typical:

First, your pet is bored.

Sometimes the answer is quite simple: your cat scratches the table legs because it is not challenged. Your dog chews the cables because he has nothing else to do. If your pet has to occupy itself all day, it may be that it is looking for employment on your furniture.

Intelligence toys keep your dog or cat busy while you’re away – there’s plenty to choose from. But above all, make sure that your pet can burn off energy during your time together. Play together, do sports together. (Our personality test will tell you which training suits you and your dog.) It is best to deal intensively with your pet before and after you leave it alone.

Second, your pet is lonely.

They are his best friend. And your pet doesn’t understand that his best friend disappears for hours every day. It feels alone, abandoned, and afraid of having been rejected. Often animals destroy out of separation pain. Especially dogs – they are pack animals. Being alone is not in their nature.

How long can a dog stay alone in the apartment? The experts argue about this. The recommendations are between four and eight hours. The answer depends strongly on the individual animal and its environment: How old is the dog, how sensitive, and how much exercise does it have? Young dogs, for example, should stay alone for a maximum of two hours.

Animals that have had a bad experience with loneliness, for example, because they have been abandoned, are particularly affectionate. If your dog does not leave you alone for a second, even follows you to the bathroom, then you have to get him used to the separation in very small steps. Practice with him by leaving the room again and again for one or two minutes and slowly increasing the duration.

Cats can also suffer from separation. No matter what the clichés say, your cat loves you. She wants to spend time with you. This was shown by a 2019 study: cats show a similar connection to their owners as toddlers to their parents.

In case of severe separation pain, it is advisable to get an expert for help. Ask a veterinarian or trainer how you can gently accustom your pet to the separation.
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										Are you one of those people anxious to know what it means when an animal appears in your dream, as it might convey a message important to your goals or project? [image: ]


Dream experts explain that animals appearing in one’s dream is often a representation of the dreamer’s physical characteristics. These may be related to that person’s sexual desires or primitive nature; albeit such symbolisms are dependent on the qualities of the animal dreamt of by a person.

Interpretations of Animal Dreams can Be Complex

Actually, most dream interpreters consider animal symbolism in dreams as quite complex. Interpretations can vary according to race, culture or religion.

In Islamic culture, a snake dream pertains to an enemy, usually a contemptible person who wields power gained from wealth and is unjust to woekers, especially women.

In contrast, a snake dream in Chinese culture has a positive connotation. Even if snakes have been linked to deceit, cunning and temptation in Christian biblical stories, snake dreams in Chinese culture has favorable meaning.

A woman who dreams of a snake is currently enjoying a blissful life and is likely to become pregnant. An entrepreneur or career person who dreams of a snake will likely attain business success or be promoted to a higher, more rewarding position.

Basic Interpretations of Animal Dreams

The meaning of animals appearing in your dream also depends on what the animal is doing in the dream. Fighting with a specific animal is deemed a personal struggle, since the animal is regarded as a symbol referring to the dreamer. Fighting the animal therefore can be taken to mean rejecting an aspect of oneself; or at the very least, trying to repress an uncivilized or primitive nature.

As mentioned earlier, animal dream interpretations can sometimes depend on culture or religion. An Arab or Persian dreamer looking for a more appropriate interpretation can refer to a تفسيرالأحلام or Tafsir al-Ahlam, a compilation of Arabian dream interpretations.

Most Common Animal Dreams and Their Basic Meaning

Since it is widely believed that animals in dreams are actually symbols of one’s animal nature, a common interpretation is that you simply want to assert yourself in the environment in which you move in. Still, without insisting that an animal dream is a representation of your primitive instinct, dreams about common animals also have interesting meanings.

Butterfly – A butterfly denotes a spiritual level since it is symbolic of development, liberation and freedom.

Cats – represent gentleness but with cunning ability, which dream interpreters link to women.

Dogs – Dogs in dreams symbolize a loyal and trustworthy protector or companion who currently or in the past, mattered a lot to you.

Elephants – A person who dreams of an elephant may be experiencing a need for him to apply wisdom and patience in dealing with an important matter.
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Bears – Bears are complex animals as they can be dangerous. They sometimes feel disoriented in certain situations, especially after coming from a long period of hibernation. If a bear appears in a person’s dream, it could mean being in a state of confusion or having too many reasons for worries.
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										Would you like to help animals? If so, then social media channels offer the perfect platform for important public relations work. Share posts, calls for action and delicious recipes are just a few clicks that can change your mindset and motivate friends and acquaintances to lead an animal-friendly life.

Tips to quickly and easily become active for the animals through social media

Subscribe to PETA’s social media channels

PETA’s various social media channels provide information about animal suffering and a wealth of information on how you can work together to make the world a better place for animals. Whether you are getting inspired on Instagram, enjoying funny videos on TikTok, or browsing Pinterest for new ideas, you can subscribe to social media channels to stay informed.

Share posts

The more people read posts and receive information about an animal-friendly life, the faster you will reach your common goal. This is to establish animal rights and save animal lives. Sharing posts regularly increases the chance that your contacts will deal with the topic.  Getting Tiktok followers through social boosting (SocialBoosting) packages can help your posts regarding animals go viral on social media.
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Share calls to action

At PETA, they not only do public relations work, but they also put pressure on politicians and companies to bring about improvements for the animals. To this end, they regularly publish calls for action on various grievances, for example, to stop the abuse of monkeys during the coconut harvest or to end the sale of exotic leather. Sign these calls to action and also ask your contacts to support the calls. This is a quick and easy way to help increase the pressure on those responsible and decision-makers.

Comment and join the discussion

If animal advocates set a positive example, it not only works out well in real life but also online. Tell people who are still skeptical about your experiences with an animal-friendly lifestyle. Constructive criticism and factual discussions often work wonders. For example, you can share what it was like to adopt an animal from an animal shelter, try meat alternatives, or visit an animal-free circus. With such personal information, you can also motivate other people to choose an animal-friendly lifestyle.

Use filters in social networks

Clear statements can be made with topic-related filters on Facebook and Instagram. For example, you can make it clear that you are in favor of the abolition of all animal experiments or that a vegan diet is essential for climate protection. Your profile picture shows at first glance which topic is important to you. This easily serves as an introduction to conversations that can cause others to change their minds.
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Animals as lucky charms are a popular souvenir for animal lovers on New Year’s Eve or New Year’s Eve. In different parts of the world, a wide variety of animals are said to bring good luck.

In addition to the well-known lucky pig and the ladybird, we introduce you to a total of 8 animals that bring you luck in the new year.

Pig

In addition to the fly agaric, the four-leaf clover, and the horseshoe, the pig is the most popular symbol of luck in Germany and Europe. Already hundreds of years ago, the pig was considered a symbol of prosperity and fertility. Because per litter a sow gives birth to up to 10 piglets up to 2 times a year.

That’s why even live piglets used to be given away on New Year’s Eve as lucky charms for the New Year. Today, the animals also serve as lucky charms in the New Year or in exam situations. However, only the form of small figures or marzipan pigs.

In Scandinavia, Spain, and Austria, however, it gets serious for the pigs on New Year’s Eve. Here they are a typical New Year’s Eve and New Year’s dinner.

Ladybird

The ladybird is also one of the best-known animals in our latitudes as a lucky charm. Its red wings with black dots make it unmistakable. Contrary to many rumors, the dots do not say age, but species affiliation. The most common is the seven-spotted ladybird. Since 7 is also considered a lucky number, this is the lucky symbol par excellence.

Since the Middle Ages, it has been considered a lucky beetle, as it was considered a biological pest controller at the time.

Even today, the ladybug in the garden helps to maintain the natural balance by eating aphids. In addition, he is said to heal the sick when he flies to them. If it is killed or driven away, however, it is supposed to bring disaster and bad luck.

Rabbit and rabbit

From China to Africa to Europe and America: rabbits bring luck! In Northern Europe, children used to be gifted with white rabbits to guarantee them a successful life. Hares are also considered a symbol of fertility and prosperity. Even one of the most popular slot machines in the world is called “White rabbit slot”.

The rabbit’s paw is said to bring a lot of luck. In the Middle Ages, it was believed that hanging a rabbit’s paw relieves toothache. In parts of America, rabbit paws can be found occasionally at house entrances, which are supposed to keep evil spirits away.

Goldfish

Already 1000 years ago, luck was attributed to goldfish in China. Its golden yellow color symbolizes wealth. But not only in China, but the well-known ornamental fish is also full of traditions.

Even in ancient Greece, people believed that the goldfish made love relationships and marriages happier.

Allegedly, the goldfish are supposed to fulfill three wishes when you catch it. In Buddhism, goldfish are revered and seen as a lucky charm and symbol of fertility and harmony.
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Frog

The mythology of the frog also goes back to Chinese culture, more precisely to Feng Shui. The so-called money frog is available in almost every Chinese shop with a coin in its mouth or behind a pile of money as a figure and is said to bring prosperity and wealth. In addition, he converts miserable finances into positive ones.

Essential to the effect of luck is the placement of the frog sculpture.

It should stand on a small side table and not on the floor. The frog should give a lot of financial blessings when he stands in the southeast corner of the living room. In addition, the frog must also be activated by placing coins in its mouth.

Cat

In Germany, tricolored cats are a sign of luck. They were not only considered sacred in ancient Egypt but are still messengers of happiness in many cultures today. The rare, three-colored cat is also supposed to protect the house from fire.

The best known is probably the waving cat “Maneki Neko”. This is the lucky charm in Japan and can now be seen more and more often with us. Similar to the lucky frog, the waving cat is set up in entrances and is supposed to be wealthy, bringing financial and business happiness.

Elephant

Elephants have different meanings depending on the culture. While in Asia it is considered sacred and stands for power, wisdom, intelligence, and peace, in Greek mythology it symbolizes chastity and erudition. But one special feature is almost the same worldwide: it brings luck.

Elephant figures with raised trunks are often given as lucky charms in the New Year. Due to its endurance, intelligence, and excellent memory, it is also often used in exams. They also stand for success and happy family life.

Deer

Especially in China, deer are a sign of luck and vitality. In Europe, on the other hand, they are a symbol of masculinity and strength because of their powerful and majestic appearance and powerful antlers. In addition, deer stand for success in career, recognition, and long life.
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Dog-friendly patios are a great way to make your outdoor space more inviting for both you and your dog. They make it easier for you to enjoy the outdoors with your furry friend and give them the freedom to roam around in a safe environment.

The idea of having a patio that is dog-friendly is not new at all. There have been many cases of people who have been using their outdoor spaces as doggie daycare centers, but they are not always safe for dogs. So, it is important that you choose a patio that has been designed specifically for dogs and that has proper fencing in place.

Read also: A Look at How Zoos Evolved Through the Years

How to Create the Ultimate Patio for Dogs and Their Owners

Dog owners can create the ultimate patio for their dogs and themselves. They just need to make sure that they are following the guidelines on how to create a dog-friendly patio.

Pet owners should keep in mind that their pets will be spending a lot of time outside, so they need to make sure that their patio is as safe as possible. For example, they should consider using a patio umbrella to protect their patio from dirt and stains.

Creating a dog-friendly space can be a daunting task. However, there are many ways to create a patio that is safe and inviting for your furry friends.

-Create an outdoor living space with plants and trees that provide shade and shelter from the sun.

-Add durable furniture that is resistant to water, such as metal or plastic chairs.

-Cover your patio with a waterproof tarp or invest in a patio umbrella. Be sure to check the patio umbrella size chart to get just the right size for your patio.

-Use air conditioning or fans to keep your pet cool in the summertime, or warm in the wintertime.

The Importance of a Dog-Friendly Patio for You and Your Pet

Dog-friendly patios are becoming increasingly popular lately because they can be used to create a more enjoyable experience for both humans and their pets. They also provide an opportunity to create an outdoor space for pets to exercise.

Dogs love the outdoors and provide many benefits for humans in addition to their companionship. Playing with a dog is a great way to get some exercise, which can lead to a healthier lifestyle overall, as well as relieve stress. In fact, owning a dog can help people maintain healthy relationships, and reduce the risks of depression and anxiety.
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Your rabbit’s weight must remain fairly constant as it reaches adulthood. Any weight gain or loss could be a sign that your rabbit needs to change their diet or that there is a health problem that needs to be looked at.

Is My Rabbit Overweight or Underweight?

It might be challenging to properly assess a rabbit’s physical condition because its thick fur can conceal visible bones or conceal fat. Feeling your rabbit will enable you to determine what is beneath the fluff.

A healthy-weight rabbit should have a smooth slope from the neck to the tail and from the hip to the hip. The spine and ribs must be palpable, but they must feel rounded rather than pointed, as if there is a thin layer of cushioning between them. Dewlaps, a roll of fur beneath the chin that can appear fat but must only feel like a fold of skin when gently squeezed, are common, especially in females.

Not Enough

The grooves on the spine and ribs, as well as the pelvic bones, become more pronounced and feel sharper as a rabbit loses weight. Each side of the pelvis and spine will be depressed in a rabbit that is extremely underweight. Legs will be slender and their mobility may be affected as muscle begins to wane along with the fat.

Too fat

As a rabbit gains weight, the layer of fat makes it difficult to sense the ribs, hips, and spine of the animal. The dewlap (the fold of skin under the chin) might enlarge significantly and take on a bloated appearance. Rolls of fat frequently form around the tail and legs. Additionally, fat can form on the chest, stomach, and even hang down below.

Your Rabbit’s Weight

Scales make it far simpler to spot variations in your rabbit’s body weight than visual indicators do. Regular weight checks for your rabbit will serve as an early indicator of an issue that requires attention.
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The law that protects wildlife has been in effect since the year 1972. It is called the Wildlife Protection Act and it forbids hunting, fishing, or capturing any wild animal without a license or permit.

The law was created to protect wildlife and its habitat from being overhunted by humans. This act also prohibits the use of any type of traps, poisons, explosives, or firearms within a certain distance from wildlife reserves.

This law has had an impact on wildlife conservation in India and has been effective in protecting many species of animals such as elephants, tigers, lions, rhinos, leopards, and bears.

The law on wildlife conservation has greatly impacted hunting as a recreation. Even so, businesses that are directly connected to hunting such as Ballachy respect these laws. Thus, they focus their business on other areas of outdoor recreation such as fishing, camping, and hiking.

How to Protect Wildlife Wherever You Live with These 10 Tips

Protecting wildlife is a big part of the world’s conservation efforts. It is also something that we all can do as individuals. The good news is that there are many ways to help keep animals safe and secure. Here, we have compiled ten ways you can protect wildlife in the places you live.

	Don’t make noise at night
	Keep your pets indoors
	Plant native plants
	Don’t feed wildlife or leave food out for them
	Pick up any litter that you find on your property or in your local area
	Keep your yard clean and tidy
	Keep an eye out for signs of animal distress
	Report sightings of unusual behavior to local authorities
	Help injured animals if you find one


What is the Most Effective Way to Save Endangered Species?

The most effective way to save endangered species is to have laws that protect them. The best way to prevent poaching or hunting of endangered animals is by having laws that suspend the hunting license of those caught committing these crimes.

Some countries have laws that protect endangered species and some don’t. Some countries have both animal sheltering laws and poaching/hunting license suspension laws while others only have one or the other.

Read also: A Look at How Zoos Evolved Through the Years

Conclusion: How an Effective Law Can Help Save Species from Extinction

The law is the most powerful tool in the fight against extinction. It can help save species from extinction by creating more regulations and enforcing them. The law can also help prevent illegal hunting and poaching of endangered species by imposing penalties on those who violate the law.

The international community has also taken steps to protect endangered species by signing agreements like CITES, which regulates the trade of endangered species and their parts.
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